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Introduction

This document is a draft specification of the scientific products from RAL's SADIST-2 ATSRdata-processing
software. Since SAD!ST-2 is being developed such that it can process data from both ATSR-1 and ATSR-2
instruments, the products described here have been designed to be sufficiently flexible and modular that they
are equally valid for either instrument. SADIST-2 is intended to replace SADIST-1 as the definitive ATSR-1
data-processing software.
Fl .rget the arcane processing levels which have riddled the SADIST product documentation until now. Part
of the development of the products described here has been a deliberate blurring of the divisions between processing levels. There is no longer a rigid idea of the processing level a product belongs to, and therefore the things
the product may legitimately contain. If the data-processing algorithms allow parameters to be made available
in a product, they are now made available.
TI1eset of products described in this document form three logical groups:
Ungridded products contain pixels in the ATSR scan geometry. There is a direct correspondence between
the contents of a product record and the contents of an ATSR scan. Nadir- and forward-view pixels are
contemporaneous, and have not been regridded or resampled.
Gridded products contain 512x512 pixel images. The correspondence between a pixel and the ATSR scan
from which it came has been lost. Nadir- and forward-view pixels are collocated, and have been
regridded onto a lkm grid.
Spatially-averaged products contain raw data (from up to a whole orbit) which have been
spatially-averaged, to a ten-arcminute or half-degree resolution.

1.1 Ungriddedproducts
There are two ungridded products:
UCOUNTS is an ungridded detector count product (an extension of the SADIST-1 COUNTS product). The
product contains ungridded, uncalibrated detector counts from all or some of the ATSR-1/ATSR-2
detectors. Although the product remains ungridded, the product may optionally contain pixel
latitude/longitude positions, and/or pixel xfy coordinates.
UBT is an ungridded brightness temperature/reflectance product (a new product for SADIST-2). The product
contains ungridded, calibrated brightness temperatures or reftectances from all or some of the
ATSR-1/ATSR-2 detectors. Although the product remains ungridded, the product may optionally
contain pixel latitude/longitude positions, and/or pixel x/y coordinates.
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1.2 Gridded products
There are three gridded products;
GBT is a gridded brightness temperature/reflectance product (an extension of the SADIST-1 BT product).
The product contains gridded, calibrated brightness temperature/rettectance images from all or some of
the ATSR-l/ATSR-2 detectors. The product optionally includes pixel latitude/longitude positions, x/y
offsets (sub-pixel positions), and the results of cloud-clearing/land-flagging.
GBROWSE is a gridded browse product (an extension of the SADIST-! BROWSE product). The product
contains gridded, sub-sampled, calibrated brightness temperature/reflectance images from all or some
of the AfSk-l/AfS~-2 detectors. The product optionally include, the results ot
cloud-clearing/land-flagging.
GSST is a gridded sea-surface temperature product (an extension of the SADIST-1 SST product). The
product contains gridded sea-surface temperature images using bot.hnadir-only and dual-view retrieval
algorithms. The product optionally includes pixel latitude/longitude positions, x/y offsets (sub-pixel
positions), and the results of cioud-clearing/land-flagging.

1.3 Spatially-averaged products
There are three spatially-averaged products:
ABT is a spatially-averaged brightness temperature/reflectance product (a new product for SADIST-2). The
product contains spatially-averaged brightness temperatures/reflectances from all or some of the
ATSR-1/ATSR-2detectors, categorised by surface type and cloud-presence.
ACLOUD is a spatially-averaged cloud temperature/coverage product (unchanged from the SADIST-I
ACLOUD product). The product contains spatially-averaged measures of cloud temperature and
abundance.
ASST is a spatially-averaged sea-surface temperature product (an extension of the SADIST-I ASST product).
The product contains spatially-averaged sea-surface temperatures, at ten-arcminute and half-degree resolution, using nadir-only and dual-view retrieval algorithms.
A significant change in the algorithms by which spatially-averaged products are generated by SADIST-2,is
that the pixels which contribute to such products are taken from gridded (and therefore collocated), rather than
ungridded (and therefore uncollocated) pixel data. The benefits of this approach are:
• Spatially-averaged products may make use of the optimal performance of the SADIST cloud-clearing
algorithms, which are most successful when applied to collocated pixel images;
• The gridding process results in a rectification of pixel sizes, which provides a more accurate spread of
signal between nadir and forward views and across the ATSR swath.
Previously, in SADIST-1, the ungridded ATSRscan pixels were the basis of spatially-averaged product generation. Implicit in this process was an assumption that all ATSRpixels have the same size, and should therefore
be given the same weight. This is clearly not so. Forward-view pixels are very much larger than nadir-view
pixels, and pixels towards the edge of the swath are larger than pixels close to the ground-track. Both effects
are due to the variability of path-length.
The business of regridding places each ATSRpixel into a Ix Hembox. Again, this assumes all pixels have
the same size. Regridding has two interesting effects. Pixels which are small, and whose Earth-locations are
therefore very small, may be placed within the same 1x Han box (in which case the first would be overwritten).
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Also, some pixels in the regridded image may remain unfilled. This unfilling occurs when pixels are large, and
therefore further apart than 1km.
After regridding. each pixel image is "cosmetically" filled; that is, pixels which remain unfilled are filled by
copying the nearest (filled) neigh hour. It can be seen that this process of cosmetic tilling has the effect of recon-tituting original pixel sizes. Filling occurs only where actual pixels are large. and therefore widely-spaced, but
have been squeezed into l x lkm boxes. Nearest-neighbour copying reverses the pixel squeezing, and allows
pixels to expand to a more representative size.
This is a simplistic description, but the argument remains that the integrity of spatially-averaged products
is improved when their generation uses regriddcd, rather than ungridded pixels. There is no bias towards the
nadir-view. and towards the ground-track, where pixels are smallest.

1.4 Other products
SADIST-2 will also include a general-purpose auxiliary data product, whose principal use will be for the maintenance at RAL of a long-term archive of ATSR-li ATSR-2instrument performance, and short-term diagnosis
of instrument anomalies. This product will he documented elsewhere.
At the time of writing, it is intended that the generation of the SADIST-I products MWR and MCLOUD
will not be continued into SADIST-2. The MWR product is redundant for ATSR-2, since the low-rate data
tapes which will he the primary source of raw data for SADIST-2 will also include transcribed ATSR/M raw
data, independent of the ATSRsource packets.

1.5 SADIST-2 product header
The header shown in table l is present in all SADIST-2 products (though not all header contents are relevant
to, and will be provided for, all products).
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r Byte range
[ __ o - 59

#bytes
60 ·

r-

60-80
21
~··-81-95
15
96 -- l 17
22
us 153 I 3x 12
154-183'
3xl0
184-193
10
194- 223
30

I
I

224- 231
232- 287

8
7x8

I Parameter descrip_~ion

and platform parameters --

2
2
2
2
2
2

300- 305
306- 311
312-332
333-353
354-393
394-433

6
6
21
21
4x10
4xl0

434-521
522-609

llx8
llx8

610- 697

llx8

698- 785
786-873

llx8
llx8

874-961

llx8

i

Source of ERS-l state vector used by orbit propagation
: Char
Ascendingnodetime(dayssinceJanuarylst,1950)
..
Real.
L1mversaltime at ascending node __ .________ _ __ __ ~~ar ___
Ascending node state vcctu1 position (x, y, ZJ
Real
Ascending node state vector velocity (x, y, z)
Real
Longitude uf the ascending node
Real
ERs:11ERs:2 platform modes during product:
Char
YSM FCM OCM FPM R1MM RTMC
J Instrument temperature parameters
--··Stirling Cycle Cooler (SCC) cold-tip temperature
· Real
Instrument detector temperatures,
Real
l 2.0µm. 11.0µm,3.7µm, l .6µm, 0.87µm. 0.65µm. 0.55µm
Product opt~onal contents parameters
(N) Nadir-only records present
Integer
Integer
(T) Thermal infra-red detector records present
Integer
(V) Visible/near-infra-reddetector records present
(L) Latitude/longitude records present
Integer
(X) x/y coordinate records present
Integer
Integer
(C) Cloud-clearing/land-flagging records present
J Product position and time parameters
Integer
Along-track distance of start of product
Along-track distance of end of product
Integer
Universal time at start of product
Char
Char
Universal time at end of product
Latitudes of product comer-points
Real
Longitudes of product comer-points
Real
Solar angle parameters
(not spatially-averaged products)
Solar elevations at 11points along central nadir scan
Real
Pixel-to-sun/pixel-to-ERSl elevation differences at
Real
11 points along central nadir scan
ERS 1-to-sun/ERSI-to-pixel azimuth differences at
Real
11 points along central nadir scan
Solar elevations at 11points along central forward scan
Real
Pixel-to-sun/pixel-to-Ek St elevation differences at
Real
11points along central forward scan
ERSl-to-sun/ERSl-to-pixel azimuth differences at
Real
11 points along central forward scan

I

I

288 - 289
290- 291
292- 293
294- 295
296- 297
298-299

Unit ]
None-]

l Product file-name -·====

I

Table 1: SADIST-2 product header
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I

None
Days __
~one_
Km
Km/s
Degrees
None

Kelvin
Kelvin

I
None
None
None
None
None
None
Km
Km
None
None
Degrees
Degrees

Degrees
Degrees
Degrees
Degrees
Degrees
Degrees
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Ungridded detector count product (UCOUNTS)

2.1 General description
The ungridded detector count product (UCOUNTS) contains ATSR-1/ATSR-2 detector counts from up to 512
consecutive instrument scans. with optional pixel positional information.
The data are uncollocatcd and ungeolocated; that is, the nadir and forward news are contemporaneous (and
therefore are separated along-track hy approximately 900km), and retain the ATSR scan geometry.
Also contained are ancillary values which provide: detector counts obtained from views of the ATSRhot and
cold black-bod' calibration targets; detector counts obtained from viewsof the ATSR-2 VISCAL unit; measured
temperatures of the black bodies; coefficients for use during calibration of the detector signals (detector counts
to brightness temperatures): and signal channel process- 'r (SCPl gains ani1 offsets for each of the detectors.

2.2 Product format
The CCOUNTS product has a fixed-length 2048-byte record format. Table 2 shows the maximum of 14 product
records which may he present within the UCOUNTS product for every ATSR scan.
[!i!cord

I

#
I

i-I

I

2
3
4
5
6
7

Cod~
T
T
T
TN

v
v
v

8

L

9

L

10

L

11

L

12

x

13

x

14

x

Contents
l2.Oµmdetector record, as described by table 3
l l .Oµmdetector record
3.7µm detector record
l .6µm detector record
0.87µm detector record (ATSR-2only)
0.65µm detector record (ATSR-2only)
0.55µm detector record (ATSR-2 only)
Latitudes of nadir-view pixels 0-511,
512 four-byte integers
Latitudes of nadir-view pixels 512-554
and forward-view pixels 0-370, 414 four-byte integers
Longitudes of nadir-view pixels 0-511,
512 four-byte integers
Longitudes of nadir-view pixels 512-554
and forward-view pixels 0-370, 414 four-byte integers
x-coordinates (across-track) of nadir- and forward-view
pixels, 926 signed two-byte integers
y-coordinate (along-track) of nadir- and forward-view
pixels, 926 unsigned two-byte integers
x-coordinate offsets (across-track) of nadir- and forward-view
pixels, 926 unsigned one-byte integers
y-coordinate offsets (along-track) of nadir- and forward-view
pixels, 926 unsigned one-byte integers

Unit
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
degrees/1000
degrees/1000
degrees/1000
degrees/1000
km
km
km/256
km/256

Table 2: Ungridded detector count product: records for single ATSRscan
The product contents are variable, and are determined by the precise nature of the product request. The
records provided for each ATSR scan may be requested/omitted in logical groups:
• (T) Thermal infra-red detector records (12.0µm, 11.0µm, 3.7µm, l.6µm);
• (V) Visible/near-infra-red detector records (l.6µm, 0.87µm, 0.65µm, 0.55µm);
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• (L) Pixel latitude/longitude positions;
• (X) Pixel x/y coordinate positions.
Note that, since the nadir and forward views remain uncollocated in this product, latitude/longitude and x/y coordinate information must be provided separately for nadir- and forward-view pixels. This necessarily increases
the product size.
Tue base-line (default) ATSR-1 UCOUNTS product includes the thermal infra-red detector ff) records,
hut omits all other records. If required, they must be requested explicitly. The base-line (default) ATSR-2
UCOUNTS product includes the thermal and visible/air detector (TV) records, but omits the latitude/longitude
and x/y coordinate records.
UCOUNTS products include within their file-name extensions, the codes required to identify the product
contents. For example, a UCOUNTS product with a file-name extension
UCOUNTSVX
includes only the visible/nir detector records. and the x/y coordinate records, and a UCOUNTS product with a
file-name extension
UCOUNTS-TVL
includes all detector records, and the latitude/longitude records. It can be seen that the base-line ATSR-1and
ATSR-2 products are defined by:
UCOUNTS-T
and
UCOUNTS-TV
respectively. Note that the visible detectors are unavailable for ATSR-1products. Note also that the l .6µmnearinfra-red channel is supplied as part of the thermal infra-red and visible/nir detector records. If, for ATSR-2,
all detectors are requested, the l.6µm detector record is provided only once in the product.
Table 3 describes the contents of each detector record. Note that detector counts in the 12.0µm and 0.87µm
detector records are negated to show the presence of the blanking pulse. To avoid confusion between (negative)
error codes and blanking-pulsed counts, the blanking pulse is represented in this way only when the detector
count is greater than the absolute value of all error codes.

2.3 Exceptional values
Table 4 lists the exceptional values which may be encountered within the UCOUNTS product.

2.4 Product size
Since the product contents are variable, product sizes are also variable. Table 5 provides approximate sizes for
a range of typical product contents.
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Parameter description
Time of scan rdays since January lst, l95U
Time of scan (milliseconds within current .lay)
555 two-byte nadir-view pixel detector counts
~. 8- 1117
(12.0µm & 0.87µm negated to show presence of blanking pulse)
118- 1859 371 two-byte forward-view pixel detector count>
I
(12.0µm & 0.87µm negated to show presence of blanking pulse)
1860- 1891 16two-byte plus black body (+bb) pixel detector counts
(12.0µm & 0.87µm negated to show presence of blanking pulse)
1892- 1923 16 two-byte minus black body (-bb) pixel detector counts
(12.0µm & 0.87µm negated to show presence of blanking pulse)
!924-1Y55
16 two-byte VISCAL unit detector counts
(12.0µm & 0.87µm negated to show presence of blanking pulse)
1956-1983
7 four-byte measured plus black body (+bb) temperatures
1984- 2011 7 four-byte measured minus black body (-bb) temperatures
2012- 2015 Four-byte calibration bias for even pixels
2016- 2019 Four-byte calibration bias for odd pixels
2020-2023
Four-byte calibration slope for even pixels
2024-2027
Four-byte calibration slope for odd pixels
2028-2031
Gain used by signal channel processor (SCP)
2032-2035
Offset used by signal channel processor (SCP)
2036-2039
IDF scan count when SCP gain/offset last changed
2040-2047
Unused
[ Byte range

l__

0-3
4-7

Type
Integer
Integer
Integer

J

Unit
I
Days
-1
mscc>.
'
----i
None

!
;

Integer ' None
Integer

None

Integer

None

Integer

None

Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
None

K/1000
K/1000
1/1000000
1/1000000
1/1000000
1/1000000
None
None
None
None

Table 3: Ungridded detector count product: detector record
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I

[_!arame~alue

!

Detector count

I
II

.

I -l
-2

I

:-----~~~-turation

-3

Rea_sori

_

=====================
scan ;bsent
from tciemetry
-·

!Entire
-----------:
Pixel absent from telemetry (possible reasons are disablement

i

I

J

.

I
I

in channel (4095 cnunt)

I

j'

of--. ·.hannel, or visible channel fixed to narrow swath)
N•' signal in channel (zero count)

_

Table 4: Ungridded detector count product: exceptional values

Product contents
UCOUNTS-T (ATSR-1base-line)
UCOUNTS"TL (ATSR-1 base-line & lat/long)
UCOUNTS-TLX (ATSR-1 base-line & lat/long & x/y)
UCOUNTS-TV (ATSR-2 base-line)
UCOUNTS-TVL (ATSR-2 base-line & lat/long)
UCOUNTS-TVLX (ATSR-2 base-line & lat/long & x/y)

# records/scan
4
8
11
7
11
14

I Size of product I Size/orbit
4.2mb
8.4mb
11.Smb
7.3mb
ll.5mb
l4.7mb

Table 5: Ungridded detector count product: product sizes
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336mb
67lmb
923mb
587mb
923mb
l.l 7gb

3
3.1

Ungridded brightness temperature/reflectance
product (UBT)
General description

The ungridded brightness temperature/reflectance product (UBD contains calibrated ATSR- I! ATSR-2 brightness temperatures and/or reflectances from up to 512 consecutive instrument scans, with optional pixel positional information.
TI1edata are uncollocated and ungeolocated; that is, the nadir and forward views are contemporaneous (and
1 ucrcfore are separated along-track by approximately 900kin), and retain the ATSR scan geometry.
Also contained are ancillary values which provide: detector counts obtained from views of the ATSR hot and
c<•ld black-body cal ibration targets, detector counts obtained hum views of the ATSR-..: VI5CAL unit; measured
temperatures of the black bodies; coefficients for use during calibration of the detector signals (detector counts
t11brightness temperatures); and signal channel processor (SCP) gains and offsets for each of the detectors.

3.2 Product format
The UBT product has a fixed-length 2048-byte record format. Table 6 shows the maximum of 14 product
records which may be present within the UBT product for every ATSR scan.

I Code I Contents

[ Record#

l
2
3
4

T
T
T
TN

v

5
6
7
8

v
v

9

L

10

L

ll

L

12

x

13

x

14

x

L

12.0µm detector record, as described by table 7
11.0µmdetector record
3.7µm detector record
l .6µm detector record
0.87µm detector record (ATSR-2 only)
0.65µm detector record (ATSR-2 only)
0.55µm detector record (ATSR-2 only)
Latitudes of nadir-view pixels 0-511,
512 four-byte integers
Latitudes of nadir-view pixels 512-554 and forward-view
pixels 0-370, 414 four-byte integers
Longitudes of nadir-view pixels 0-5 l I,
512 four-byte integers
Longitudes of nadir-view pixels 512-554 and forward-view
pixels 0-370, 414 four-byte integers
x-coordinates (across-track) of nadir- and forward-view pixels,
926 signed two-byte integers
y-coordinates (along-track) of nadir- and forward-view pixels,
926 unsigned two-byte integers
x-coordinate offsets (across-track) of nadir- and forward-view
pixels, 926 unsigned one-byte integers
y-coordinate offsets (along-track) of nadir- and forward-view
pixels, 926 unsigned one-byte integers

Table 6: Ungridded brightness temperature/reflectance

Unit
nfa
n/a
nfa
nfa
n/a
nfa
nfa
degrees/I 000
degrees/1000
degrees/1000
degrees/1000
km
km
km/256
km/256

product: records for single ATSR scan

The product contents are variable, and are determined by the precise nature of the product request. The
records provided for each ATSR scan may be requested/omitted in logical groups:
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• ff) Thermal infra-red detector records ( 12.0µm, 11.0µrn, 3.7µm, Loum):
• (V) Visible/near-infra-red
• (L) Pixel latitude/longitude

detector records (1.6µm, O.l'\l~tm, \i.65µm, 0.55µm):
positions;

• (X) Pixel x/y coordinate positions.
Note that, since the nadir and forward views remain uncollocated in this product, !atitude/longitudeand x./y coordinate information must be provided separately for nadir-and forward-view pixels. This necessarily increases
the product size.
The base-line (dDfau~t)ATSR ·l LBT prr·11.1c'.irduJcs foe tlk{Da! iuf1,i-r1..J.l .tcctor(D records, but om'ts
all other records. If required, they must he requested explicitly. The base-line (default) ATSR-2 UBT product
includes the thermal and visible/nir detector (TV) records, but omits the latitude/longitude and x/y coordinate
records.
UBT products in dude within their ti le-name extensions, the codes required to identify the product contents.
For example, a UBT product with the rile-name extension
UBT-VX
includes only the visible/air detector records; and the x/y coordinate records, and a UBT product with the filename extension
UBT-TVL
includes all detector records, and the latitude/longitude
ATSR-2 products are defined by

records. It can be seen that the base-line ATSR-1 and

UBT-T
and
UBT-TV
respectively. Note that the visible detectors are unavailable for ATSR-1 products, and for ATSR-2 products during night-time. Note also that the 1.6µm near-infra-red channel is supplied as part of the thermal infra-red and
visible/nir detector records. If,Jor ATSR-2, all detectors are requested, the l.6µm detector record is provided
only once in the product.
Table 7 describes the contents of each detector record. Note that brightness temperatures/reftectances in the
12.0µm and 0.87µm detector records are negated to show the presence of the blanking pulse. To avoid confusion
between (negative) error codes and blanking-pulsed pixel values, the blanking pulse is only represented in this
way when the brightness temperature/reflectance is greater than the absolute value of all error codes.

3.3 Exceptional values
Table 8 lists the exceptional values which may be encountered within the UBT product.

3.4 Product size
Since the product contents are variable, product sizes are also variable. Table
a range of typical product contents.
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9 provides approximate sizes for

Byte range
'
I

Parameter descriptio_n
-

--1 Type
-

.

-

0-)

Time nf scan (days since January l st, 1950)
4-7
Time-~.f SL an (milliseconds within current day)
(for thermal channels: 12.0µrn. I! .Oµm. 3.7µm)
:\-1117
555 two-bvte nadir-view pixel brightness temperatures
(for visible 'nir channels: l .6µm, 0 S7µm. 0.65µm, 0.55µm)
555 two-byre nadir-view pixel reflectances
( 12.0µm and 0.87µm negated to show presence of blanking
1118-1859
(for thermal channels: 17..0µ.m, 11.0µm, 3.7µm)
'7 l tWC byte fcrwa.d-v iew piH·! brightness l;..;:_u!'•·:ratlli·-~
irnr visible/nir channels: l.6µm, 0.87µm, 0.65~tm, 0.55µrn)
3 71 two-byte forward-view pixel reflectances
12.0µm and 0.87µrn negated to show presence of blanking
1860 - i891
16 two-byte plus black body (+bb) pixel detector counts
( 12 .Oum and 0.87µm negated to show presence of blanking
1892 - 1923
16 two-byte minus black body (-bb) pixel detector counts
j ( 12.0µm and 0.87µm negated to show presence of blanking
1924 - 1955 I 16 two-byte VISCAL unit detector counts
( 12.0µm and 0.87µrn negated to show presence of blanking
1956-1983
7 four-byte measured plus black body (+bb) temperatures
1984- 2011
7 four-byte measured minus black body (-bb) temperatures
2012- 2015
Four-byte calibration bias for even pixels
2016- 2019
Four-byte calibration bias for odd pixels
2020-2023
Four-byte calibration slope for even pixels
2024-2027
Four-byte calibration slope for odd pixels
2028- 2031
Gain used by signal channel processor (SCP)
2032-2035
Offset used by signal channel processor (SCP)
2036-2039
IDF scan count when SCP gain/offset last changed
2040-2047
Unused

Days
msecs

Integer

Kil

Integer

%/100

j integer

x/ioo

I
I

'

!

!
i

I

I

I(

I Unit

Integer
Integer

'
01)

pulse)

!

I

integer

%/lOO

Integer

None

i lnteger

None

Integer

None

integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer

K/1000
K/1000
l/1000000
111000000
1/1000000
1/1000000
None
None
None
None

pulse) j

I

pulse)

I

i

pulse)
pulse)

None

Table 7: Ungridded brightness temperature/reflectance product: detector record

Parameter I Value I Reason
-I
Entire scan absent from telemetry

Brightness temperature/
reflectance

-2

-3
-4

-5
-6
-7

Pixel absent from telemetry (possible reasons are disablement
of channel, or visible channel fixed to narrow swath)
No signal in channel (zero count)
Saturation in channel (4095 count)
Derived radiance too small for calibration
Derived radiance too large for calibration
Calibration parameters unavailable for pixel

Table 8: Ungridded brightness temperature/reflectance product: exceptional values
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I

[ Product contents
UBT-T (ATSR-l base-line)
1
UBT-TL (ATSR-l base-line & lat/long)
UBT-TLX (ATSR-1 base-line & lat/long & x/y)
UBT-TV (ATSR-2 base-line)
UBT-TVL (ATSR-2 base-line & lat/long)
UBT-TVLX (ATSR-2 base-line & lat/long & x/y)

I # records/scan I Size of product I Size per orbit I
4

8
11
7
11
14

4.2mb
8.4mb
ll.5mb
7.3mb
ll.5mb
14.7mb

336mb
67lmb
923mb
587mb
923mb
l.l 7gb

Table 9: Ungridded brightness temperature/reflectanceproduct: product sizes
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4

Gridded brightness temperature/reflectance
product (GBT)

4.1 General description
The gridded origntness temperature/reflectance product consists of 512xS12km geolocated, collocated nadirand forward- view brightness temperature and/or reflectance images, at a l km resolution, from some or alt available AT.SR channels.

4.2

Product format

The GBT product t.a...,a t.ix::J length 1024-byle record torma., Table 10 shows the sequence or records within
a complete product.
The actual product contents are variable, and are determined by the precise nature of the product request.
TI1e records may be requested/omitted in logical groups:
• (T) Thermal infra-red detector brightness temperature images ( 12.0µm, 11.0µm, 3 .7µm, 1.6µm);

• (V) Visible/near-infra-red

detector reflectance images 02.0µm,

• (L) Pixel latitude/longitude

ll.Oµm, 3.7µm, l.6µm):

positions;

• (X) Pixel x/y coordinate offsets;
• (C) Nadir- and forward-view

cloud-clearing/land-flagging

results.

• Also (N) may be used to request only nadir-view brightness temperature/reflectance

images.

The base-line (default) ATSR-1 GBT product includes the thermal infra-red detector brightness temperature
images (T), and the pixel latitude/longitude positions (L), but omits (natch) the visible/nir reflectance images
(V), the pixel x/y coordinate offsets (X), and the cloud-clearing/land-flagging results (C). The base-line (default)
ATSR-2 GBT product omits only the pixel x/y coordinate offsets and the cloud-clearingfland-ftagging results.
GBT products include within their file-name extensions, the codes required to identify the product contents.
For example, a GBT product with the file-name extension
GBT-VL
includes only the visible/nir reflectance images, and the pixel latitude/longitude
with the file-name extension

positions; and a GBT product

GBT-TVLC
includes all product contents, except for the pixel x/y coordinate offsets. It can be seen that the base-line ATSR-1
and ATSR-2 products are defined by
GBT-TL
and
GBT-TVL
respectively. Note that the visible detectors are unavailable for ATSR-1 products, and for ATSR-2 products
during night-time. Note also that the 1.6µm near-infra-red channel is supplied as part of the thermal infra-red
and visible/nir records. If, for ATSR-2, all detector records are requested, the l.6µm reflectance images (nadir
and forward views) are provided only once in the product.
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C:~e:=ord

#

Code j Contents

·-------T~adlf-vie\'
l 2~0~tmbrightnes. temperature image.
K/100
112 records ot 512 .wo-byte integers
(12.0um ncz
ated--·--to show nresence
l------.
--·
_
~-..
__ of blanking put.seJ
--------~
I
512-102.1
T Nadir-view l LOµmbrightne-,stemperature image,
K/100
I
(1 ! .Oumnecated to show cosmetic fill)
·---·--:
··-·-·
-------------------------·----·-...
--------·-----·------------r---------1024--1535
T Nadir-view 3.7µrn brightness temperature image
K/100
i
1536-2047
TN I Nadir-view l.6µm reflectance image
%/100
2048-2559
V Nadir-view 0.87µm reflectance image (ATSR-2only! i %/lOO
(0.87µm negated to show presence of blanking pulse)
0-3071
V Nadir-view 0.65µm reflectance image (ATSR-2only.)
%1100 -(0.65µm negated to show cosmetic fill)
·
-::--::-=-c:·~~=:-+-------,:-c:--+--c--,-~-:---=--::c::----::-----,-----,-:-=-=:--=---:-:----·_,_~---·__3533
V Nadir-view 0.55µm reflectance image (ATSR-2only)
%/100
~+-4095
T (not N) Forward-view 12.0µm brightness temperature image
K/100
512 records of 512 two-byte integers
(12.0µm negated to show presence of blanking pulse)
I
4096-4607
T (not N) Forward-view 11.0µm brightness temperature image
Kil 00
( 11.0µmnegated to show cosmetic fill)
4608-5119
T (not N) Forward-view 3.7µm brightness temperature image
K/100
I
5120-5631 TN (not N) Forward-view l.6µm reflectance image
%/100 -5632-6143
V (not N) Forward-view 0.87µm reflectance image (ATSR-2only)
%/100
(0.87µm negated to show presence of blanking pulse)
6144--6655
V (not N) Forward-view 0.65µm reflectance image (ATSR-2 only)
%/100
(0.65µm negated to show cosmetic fill)
6656-7167
V (not N) Forward-view 0.55µm reflectance image (ATSR-2only)
%/100
7168-8191
L Latitudes of image pixels,
degrees/1000
1024 records of 256 four-byte integers
8192-9215
L Longitudes of image pixels,
degrees/1000
1024 records of 256 four-byte integers
9216-9471
X x-coordinate offsets (across-track) of nadir-view pixels,
km/256
256 records of l 024 unsigned one-byte integers
9472-9727
X y-coordinate offsets (along-track) of nadir-view pixels,
km/256
256 records of l 024 unsigned one-byte integers
9728-9983
X x-coordinate offsets (across-track) of forward-view pixels,
km/256
256 records of 1024 unsigned one-byte integers
9984-10239
X y-coordinate offsets (along-track) of forward-view pixels,
km/256
256 records of 1024 unsigned one-byte integers
10240-10751
C Nadir-view cloud-clearing/land-flaggingresults,
n/a
512 records of 512 two-byte composite words, see table 11
10752-11263
C Forward-view cloud-clearing/land-flagging results,
n/a
512 records 512 two-byte composite words, see table 11

J--··--

I

L
L

;
t

0-511

I;
1

I
I

Table 10: Gridded brightness temperature/reflectanceproduct: product contents
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I
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I
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l l.0/3. 7µm fog/low-stratus test (night-time only)
10 11.0/l 2.0µm view-difference test
11 3 7/lLOµm view-difference rest (night-time only)
i___
12 1 110/12.0µm them1alhistogram test
13-15 Unused
----------

1

L

1------i-T
II

91

Table I I: Gridded brightness temperature/reflectance product: cloud-dearing/land-flagging result'>

Note that brightness temperatures in the 12.0µmrecords and reflectances in the 0.87µm records are negated
to show the presence of the blanking pulse.
In the same way, brightness temperatures in the 11.0µm records and reflectances in the 0.65µm records are
negated to show that pixels did not originate from the ATSR scan, but have been "cosmetically" copied from
the nearest neighbour pixel.
To avoid confusion between (negative) error codes and blanking-pulsed/cosmetically-filled pixels, pixel
negation is used in this way only when the brightness temperature/reflectance is greater than the absolute value
of all error codes.

4.3 Exceptional values
Table 12 lists the exceptional values which may be encountered within the GBT product.
Parameter
Brightness temperature/
reflectance

f

Value I Reason
Entire scan absent from telemetry
-1
-2
Pixel absent from telemetry (possible reasons are disablement
of channel, or visible channel fixed to narrow swath)
-3
No signal in channel (zero count)
-4
Saturation in channel (4095 count)
Derived radiance too small for calibration
-5
-6
Derived radiance too large for calibration
Calibration parameters unavailable for pixel
-7
-8
Pixel unfilled (cosmetic filling algorithm unable to
find nearest-neighbour pixel)

Table 12: Gridded brightness temperature/reflectance product: exceptional values
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4.4 Product size
Since the product contents are variable, product sizes are also variable, Table 13 provides approximate sizes
tor a range of typical product contents.
-- --------------

i_~roductcontents

i
I

!

t

------

--

GBT-TI::-JATSR-1 base-line:)
-~
GBT-TLX (ATSR-1 base-line & xfyl
GBT-TLXC (ATSR-1 base-line & x/y & cloud)_
GBTTVL (ATSR-2 base-line i
6BT-1Vi.x(A.TSR:2ba5-e-Iine & x/y) ---GBT-TVLXC (AT~R-2 base-line &

-------,--;:;-:-

_---~-records

z: & do~':!_)

614'1-

L2-!_?8
i,_____.'.'192
f
9216
- ·10240

---ll264

I·

l l.5mb

l-92:frnb

Table 13: Gridded brightness temperature/reflectance product: product sizes
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5

Gridded browse product (GBROWSE)

5.1 General description
The gridded browse product (GB ROWSE) consists of sub-sampled 512 x 512km geolocated, collocated nadiran-I forward-view brightness temperature and/or reflectance images, at a4km resolution, from some or all availahk ATSR channels.

5.2 Product format
The GB ROWSE product has a fixed-length 256-hyte record format. Table 14 shows the sequence of records
within a complete product.

Record#

I

0~127

i

l28-255
256-383
384-511
I

512-639

I
640-767
768-895
896-1023
1024-1151
1152-1279
1280-1407
1408-1535
1536-1663
1664-1791
1792-1919
1920-2047

I

·----~-----Unit
Code I Contents
K/100
T fiNadir-view 12.0µm brightness temperature image
l28 records of 128 two-byte integers
T lN-;-~iir-v1ew11.0µm brightness temperature image
K/100
' 128 records of 128 two-byte integers
T Nadir-view 3.7µm brightness temperature image
K/100
l28 records of 128two-byte integers
T.f\/- Nadir-view I.oum reflectance image
%/100
128 records of 128two-byte integers
v Nadir-view 0.87µm reflectance image (ATSR-2only)
1 %/lQO
!
t 28 records of 128 two-byte integers
v Nadir-view 0.65µm reflectance image (ATSR-2only)
%/100
128 records of 128 two-byte integers
v Nadir-view 0.55µm reflectance image (ATSR-2only)
%/100
128 records of 128 two-byte integers
T (not N) Forward-view 12.0µm brightness temperature image
K/100
128 records of 128 two-byte integers
T (not N) Forward-view 11.0µm brightness temperature image
K/100
128 records of 128 two-byte integers
T (not N) Forward-view 3.7µm brightness temperature image
K/100
128 records of 128 two-byte integers
TN (not N) Forward-view l .6µm reflectance image
%/100
128 records of 128 two-byte integers
V (not N) Forward-view 0.87µm reflectance image (ATSR-2 only)
%/100
128 records of 128 two-byte integers
V (not N) Forward-view 0.65µm reflectance image (ATSR-2 only)
%/100
128 records of 128 two-byte integers
V (not N) Forward-view 0.55µm reflectance image (ATSR-2 only)
%/100
128 records of 128 two-byte integers
c Nadir-view cloud-clearing/land-flagging results,
n/a
128 records of 128 two-byte composite words, see table 15
c Forward-view cloud-clearing/land-flagging results,
n/a
128 records of 128 two-byte composite words, see table 15
Table 14: Gridded browse product: product contents

The actual product contents are variable, and are determined by the precise nature of the product request.
The records may be requested/omitted in logical groups:
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1

'··-··3--l5_L_I~·~·~·~'.~Y~~~(~it
set if p_iwl clo~~-'
·····--j-T l.6µm reilectance histogram test (~Ly-tune ;;,;i-,y·-·

l

4
5
6
7
8
9
lO
11
l2

1
1·

I

l 6µm spatial coherence test (day-time onlv)
l l .Oµm spatial coherence test
l 2.0µm gross cloud test
l I .0117. Oum thin cirrus to;>st
3.7it2.0µm medium/high level tes.t (nig.ht-time o.nlv)
ll .:.;r3.7µm fog/low-stratus test (nighr-time only)
11.0/ !2.0µrn view-difference test
3.7/l l.Oµm view-difference tesr (night-time on!y)_J.
11.0/12.0µm thermal histogram test

I 13-i5Brnused

·.=1

Table 15: Gridded browse product: cloud-clearing/land-ftagging results

• (T) Thermal infra-red detector brightness temperature images (12.0µm, 11.0µm, 3.7µ.m,1.6µ.m);
• (V) Visible/near-infra-reddetector reflectance images (12.0µm, 1l.Oµm, 3.7µ.m,1.6µ.m);
• (C) Nadir- and forward-view cloud-clearing/land-flagging results.
• Also (N) may be used to request only nadir-view brightness temperature/reflectance images.
The base-line (default) ATSR-1 GBROWSE product includes only the thermal infra-red detector brightness
temperature images (T), The base-line (default) ATSR-1 GBROWSE product includes the thermal infra-red
detector brightness temperature images (T), and the visible/near-infra-red reflectance images (V).
GBROWSE products include within their file-name extensions, the codes required to identify the product
contents. For example, a GBROWSE product with the file-name extension
GBROWSE-VC
includes only the visible/nirreflectance images, and the cloud-clearing/land-flaggingresults; and a GBROWSE
product with the file-name extension
GBT-TVC
includes all product contents. It can be seen that the base-line ATSR-1and ATSR-2products are defined by
GBROWSE-T
and
GBROWSE-TV
respectively. Note that the visible detectors are unavailable for ATSR-1 products, and for ATSR-2 products
during night-time. Note also that the l.6µm near-infra-red channel is supplied as part of the thermal infra-red
and visible/nirrecords. If, for ATSR-2, all detector records are requested, the 1.6µ.mreflectance images (nadir
and forward views) are provided only once in the product.
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Table 16: Gridded browse product: exceptional values

5.3 Exceptional values
Table 16 lists the exceptional values which may be encountered within the GBROWSE product.

5.4 Product size
Since the product contents arc variable, product sizes are also variable. Table 17 provides approximate sizes
for a range of typical product contents.

I

Product contents
GBROWSE-NT (ATSR-1 nadir-view only)
GBROWSE-T (ATSR-1 base-line)
GBROWSE-TC (ATSR-1 base-line & cloud)
GBROWSE-NTV (ATSR-2nadir-view only)
GBROWSE-TV (ATSR-2 base-line)
GBROWSE-TVC (ATSR-2 base-line & cloud)

# records I Size of product
13lkb
512
1024
262kb
1280
328kb
896
229kb
1792
459kb
2048
524kb

Table 17: Gridded browse product: product sizes
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I

Size per orbit
10.5mb
20.9mb
26.2mb
18.3mb
36.7mb
4l.9mb

6

Gridded sea-surface temperature product (GSST)

6.1 General description
The gridded sea-surface temperature (GSST) product consists of 512 x 512km sea-surface temperature images.
at lkm resolution. derived using nadir-only and nadir/forward-view retrieval algorithms, with precise pixel latitudes/Iongi tudes and confidence information.

6.2 Product format
The GSST pwd11rt has a fixed length 1024-h:, te record format Tab'> 1~ sh: -ws the sequence '·f record' within
a complete product.

J

------u-,n-it
# ] Code i Contents
0-511
-n/a -c;=N=a=d=ir=-o=n=l=y=s=e=a=-=su"'rt=.=ai;=-e=te=mcperature,
Kil 00
5 i2 records of 512 two-byte integers
--j
512-1023 i
n/a Dual-view s.;a-surface temperature.
K/100 ~
I
512 records uf 512 two-byte integers
·
ul :
Sea-surface temperature confidence words,
n/a
1 1024--1535 I
i
512 records of 512 two-byte composite words, see table 19
degrees/I 000
L Latitudes of image pixels,
1536-2559
l024 records of 256 four-byte integers
I
2560-3583
L Longitudes of image pixels,
degrees/1000
1024 records of 256 four-byte integer"
3584-3839
km/256
x x-coordinate offsets (across-track) of nadir-view pixels
256 records of 1024 unsigned one-byte integers
km/256
3840-4095
x y-coordinate offsets (along-track) of nadir-view pixels
256 records of l 024 unsigned one-byte integers
4096-4351
x x-coordinate offsets (across-track) of forward-view pixels km/256
256 records of 1024 unsigned one-byte integers
km/256
4352-4607
x y-coordinate offsets (along-track) of forward-view pixels
256 records of 1024 unsigned one-byte integers
4608-5119
n/a
c Nadir-view cloud-clearing/land-flagging results,
512 records of 512 two-byte composite words, see table 20
n/a
5120-5631
c Forward-view cloud-clearing/land-flagging results,
512 records of 512 two-byte composite words, see table 20

IR~~ord

l

I

h

-1

I

1

i

I

I

Table 18: Gridded sea-surface temperature product: product contents

The actual product contents are variable, and are determined by the precise nature of the product request.
The nadir-only/dual-view sea-surface temperature records are always present within the product. The other
records may be requested/omitted in logical groups:
• (L) Pixel latitude/longitude

positions;

• (X) Pixel xly coordinate offsets;
• (C) Nadir- and forward-view cloud-clearing/land-flagging

results.

The base-line (default) GSST product for ATSR-1 and ATSR-2 includes the pixel latitude/longitude
(L), but omits the pixel xly coordinate offsets (X), and the cloud-clearing/land-ftagging results (C).
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1
8
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I

!
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1:i
11-1s

Forward-view pixel has blanking pulse
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Unused

I

Table l9: Gridded sea-surface temperature product: confidence word

Bit#
0 (lsb)
1
2

3-15
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13-15

Meaning
Pixel is over land
Pixel is cloudy (result of all cloud tests)
Sunglint detected in pixel
Individual cloud tests (bit set if pixel cloudy)
l .6µm reflectance histogram test (day-time only)
l.6µm spatial coherence test (day-time only)
11.0µm spatial coherence test
12.0µm gross cloud test
11.0/12.0µmthin cirrus test
3.7/12.0µm medium/high level test (night-time only)
ll.0/3.7µm fog/low-stratus test (night-time only)
11.0112.0µmview-difference test
3.7/11.0µm view-difference test (night-time only)
11.0/12.0µmthermal histogram test
Unused

Table 20: Gridded sea-surface temperature product: cloud-clearing/land-ffagging results
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GSSTproducts include within their filename extensions, the codes required to identify the product contents.
For example, a GSST product with the file-name extension
GSST-LX
includes the pixel latitude/longitude
tile-name extcnsron

positions and pixel x/v coordinate offsets: and a GSST produce with the

GBT-LXC
also includes nadir- and forward-view cloud-clearing/land-flagging
ATSR 111\TSR 2 product !' :!rfin"rl u)

results. It can be seen that the base-line

GSST-L

6.3 Exceptional values
Table 21 lists the exceptional values which may be encountered within the GSST product.

Sea-surface
temperature

-1
, -2

J

-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8

Entire scan absent rrom telemetry
Pixel absent from telemetry (possible reasons are disablement
of channel. or visible channel fixed to narrow swath)
No signal in channel (zero count)
Saturation in channel (4095 count!
Derived radiance too small for calibration
Derived radiance too large for calibration
Calibration parameters unavailable for pixel
Pixel unfilled (cosmetic filling algorithm unable to
find nearest-neighbour pixel)

Table 21: Gridded sea-surface temperature product: exceptional values

6.4 Notes
• Over sea, if the nadir-view 12.0µm and 11.0µm brightness temperatures are available for a pixel, the
nadir-only sea-surface temperature is always retrieved, irrespective of whether the nadir-view pixel is
identified as cloud-contaminated. If the 3.7µm brightness temperature is available (and the pixel is in
night-time), it is always included in the retrieval. The nadir-view sea-surface temperature should of
course be used with caution if the nadir-view pixel is identified as cloud-contaminated: the nadir-view
cloud flag in the product confidence word should be the source of this information.
• Over sea, if the nadir-view and forward-view 12.0µm and 11.0µm brightness temperatures are available
for a pixel, the dual-view sea-surface temperature is always retrieved, irrespective of whether the
nadir-view and/or forward-view pixels are identified as cloud-contaminated. If the nadir- and
forward-view 3.7µm brightness temperatures are available (and the pixel is in night-time), they are
always included in the retrieval. The dual-view sea-surface temperature should of course be used with
caution if either nadir- or forward-view pixels are identified as cloud-contaminated: the nadir-view and
forward-view cloud-ftags in the product confidence word should be the source of this information.
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• Over land, sea-surface temperature retrieval is not performed. Both nadir-view and dual-view
sea-surface temperature pixels contain nadir-view 11.0µm brightness temperatures. A flag in the
confidence word identities pixels which arc over land.
• Similarly, sea-surface temperature retrieval cannot be performed when 12.0~un and/or 11.0~
brightness temperatures are unavailable. In such cases, both nadir-view and dual-view sea-surface
temperature pixels contain nadir-view 1l .Oum brightness temperatures (or the error codes associated
with such pixels). Flags in the product confidence word identify when nadir-only and/or dual-view
sea-surface temperature retrieval has not been performed.

6.5 Product size
Since the product contents are variable, product sizes arc also variable. Table 22 provides approximate sizes
for a range of typical product contents.
Product contents

~records

\ GSST-L (base-line)
: GSST-LX (base-line & x/y)
j GSST-LXC (base-line & xly & clou.n

3584
4608

5632

I Sizeof product
3.7mb
4.7mb
5.8mb

j Siie per orbit
294mb
377mb
46lmh

Table 22: Gridded sea-surface temperature product: product sizes
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7

Spatially-averaged brightness temperature/reflectance
product (ABT)

7.1 General description
The spatially-averaged brightness temperature/reflectance pr: «Iuct (ABT> contains ten-arcminute spatially-averaged
brightness temperatures/reflectances, with associated positional and confidence information.
The ABT product contains spatially-averaged brightness temperatures/reflectances derived from up to a
complete tile of ATSR raw data (which may in most circumstances be considered to be equivalent to one ERS-1
orbit).
1111! ABT product has a variable length, though the largest volume of AlSR raw data which can contribute
to a single spatially-averaged land-surface temperature product (approximately one orbit) places an upper limit
on the product size.

7.2 Product format
The ABT product has a 48-byte nxed-length record structure. The contents of each product record are shown
in table 23.

Time of data. The integer value containing the number of days since January 1st, 1950, does not include the
current, incomplete day. Note that the time used within each record is the time of the first ATSR
nadir-view scan within the orbit to contribute to the spatially-averaged brightness
temperature/reflectance derivation.1 The variable nature of cloud-cover makes it impossible to predict
the position of this scan relative to the centre of the half-degree cell. Under any circumstances, this time
cannot be more than approximately six seconds from the time at which the centre of the cell is scanned
by the nadir view.

Latitude. The latitude is provided as a cell number. The edges of ten-arcminute cells are sections of parallels
and meridians. The latitude cells are numbered from the South Pole to the North Pole, in the range 0 to
1079. Latitude cell number 0 extends from 90° South to 89° 50' South; latitude cell number 359 extends
from 89° 50' North to 90° North. The latitude of the cell centre may be derived by:

latitude= ((lat...cell...num- 540.0)/6.0)

+ 0.0833.

Longitude. The longitude is provided as a cell number. The edges of ten-arcminute cells are sections of
parallels and meridians. The longitude cells are numbered from 180° West to 180° East, in the range 0
to 2159. Longitude cell number 0 extends from 180° West to 179°50' West; longitude cell number 2159
extends from 179° 50' East to 180° East. The longitude of the cell centre may be derived by:

longitude= ((lon_cell...num- 1080.0)/6.0) +0.0833.
Mean across-track band number. The five across-track bands (numbered 0 to 4) are symmetric about the
ground-track. Each band is 50km wide (except the fifth, which is 62km wide, and extends to the edge of
the swath).

7.3 Product record types
There are six types of ABT product record:
• Thermal infra-red/near-infra-red

channels (12.0µm, 11.0µm, 3.7µm, 1.6µm):

1Though note that, if and when no nadir data contributed to the temperature derivation, the time of the first contributing forward-view
scan is used.
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l2 - l ~ean
acrCl_:~s-track
hand numher

_

0-3

=

I Unit

Days
Integer -Seconds

Integer
G1teger

I_

Cell
None

r-

14 - 15

Spatially-averaged12.0µnibrightnesstemperatufeTinteger
(or l.6µm reflectance)
1
>-------+---16- l7 12.0µmor l .6µmpixel count
Integer
18- 19 Spatially-averaged11.0µmbrightnesstemperature Integer
(or 0.87µmreflectance)
20 - 21 11.0µmor 0.87µmpixelcount
Integer
22 - 23
Spatially-averaged3.7µm brightnesstemperature
Integer
(or 0.65µmreflectance)
24 - 25
3.7µmor 0.65µm pixelcount
Integer
26 - 27 Spatially-averagedLoum reflectance
Integer
(or 0.55µmreflectance)
28 - 29 l .6µmor 0.55µmpixel count
Integer

I Forward-view
30 - 31
32- 33
34- 35

1

36 - 37
38 - 39
40 - 41
42 - 43
44 - 45

I

46 - 47

I

Spatially-averaged12.0µmbrightnesstemperature Integer
(or l.6µm reflectance)
12.0µmor l.6µm pixel count
Integer
Spatially-averaged11.0µmbrightnesstemperature Integer
(or 0.87µmreflectance)
11.0µmor 0.87µmpixel count
Integer
Spatially-averaged3.7µmbrightnesstemperature
Integer
(or 0.65µmreflectance)
3.7µmor 0.65µmpixel count
Integer
Spatially-averagedl .6µmreflectance
Integer
(or 0.55µmreflectance)
l .6µmor 0.55µm pixelcount
Integer

I Confidenceword, as describedin table 24

Table 23: Spatially-averaged

brightness temperature/reflectance
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l

--;_;t-ege;- -Celi

c----~dir~~

I

j

Integer

K/100or %/100

i

I

/
1

I

None
Kil00 or %/100
None
K/100or %/100
None
%/100
None

I

I
Kil00 or %/100
None
K/100or %/100
None
K/100or %/100
None
%/l 00
None

I None I None

I

product: contents of product record

- over cloud-tree sea;
- (Y:er cloud-tree land;

- over cloud.
• Visible/near-infra-red channels (I .6µm,0.87~1m,0.65µ m. 0.55).rm):
- over cloud-free sea;
- over cloud-free land;
- over vioud.
This combination (if product records allows the pixel types and channel types to be stored clearly and efficiently
in the product. It follows that the product contains up to six records for each ten-arcminute cell: the actual
number depends on the presence of cloud/land, and the availability of thermal/visible channels. Note that the
l .6µm channel is present in thennal/nir and visible/nir records.
The type of each product record may be determined using the combination of flags in the confidence word.
There are flags which identify thennal/nir and visible/nir records. and which identify sea/land/cloud records.
Note that separate records are used for the cloud-free pixels over sea and the cloud-free pixels over land, within
a particular ten-arcminute cell. but that a single record is used for all cloudy pixels within a cell. Since the cloud
within a cell may be over both land and sea, two flags are required to identify the surface type(s).

I
i

Bit #

I

0 (lsb )

i

I

1
2

Meaning if set
Record contains thermal infra-red channels
(12.0µm. 11.0µm, 3.7µm, l.6µm)
Record contains visible/near-infra-red channels
(l.6µm, 0.87µm, 0.65µm, 0.55µm)

3
4
5

Record
Record
Record
Record

6
7

Nadir-view contains day-time data (night-time if zero)
Forward-view contains day-time data (night-time if zero)

[!=TI (msb) j

contains
contains
contains
contains

cloud-free pixels over sea
cloud-free pixels over land
cloudy pixels over sea
cloudy pixels over land

Unused

Table 24: Spatially-averaged brightness temperature/reflectance product: confidence word

7.4

Notes
• No explicit or implicit ordering of product values may be assumed. The Earth-location must be derived
using the latitude and longitude information provided with each record.

7.5 Product size
The estimated size of the ABT productis0.5mb/orbitfor ATSR-1,and 0.75mb/orbitfor ATSR-2,which includes
visible channels.
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8

Spatially-averaged cloud temperature/coverage
product (ACLOffil)

8.1 General description
The spatially-averaged

cloud temperature/coverage product IACLOUD) contains information concerning the
temperature and abundance pf cloud within the ATSR nadir and forward views, at a half-degree spatial r. solution. with associated positional and confidence inform.irion.
The ACLOUD product contains spatially-averaged cloud temperature/coverage information derived fr -m
up to a complete tile of ATSR raw data (which may in most circumstances be considered to he equivalent to
one ERS-1 orbit).
Tue AC:LO'. 'D product has a vanable lengtii, though U1elargest volume of ATSR raw data which can contribute to a single spatially-averaged cloud temperature/coverage product (approximately one orbit) places an
upper limit on the product size.

8.2 Cloud temperature/coverage derivation
It should he emphasised that cloudy pixels, in the context of the cloud temperature/coverage product, are those
pixels which have been identified as cloudy by SADIST's cloud-identification tests. No assurance can be made
that all true cloud will be detected by such tests; nor that all detected pixels will be truly cloudy.
Cloud temperature and coverage results are derived independently for the nadir and forward views; no attempt is made to combine the two views within a cloud temperature retrieval algorithm, Similarly, no attempt
is made to combine information from ATSR's multiple detectors. All cloud temperature information within this
product is based on brightness temperatures from the 11.0µm channel.
For reasons of processing efficiency, derivation of cloud temperatures (i.e. calculation of brightness temperature means) proceeds via the construction of a histogram of 11.0µm brightness temperatures within each
half-degree cell, Each histogram records the distribution of brightness temperatures of cloudy pixels from 190.0
Kelvin to 290,0 Kelvin, at a 0, 1 Kelvin resolution, within 1000 boxes; the first box records the number of cloudy
pixels with lLOµm brightness temperatures between 190.0 Kelvin and 190,l Kelvin; the last box records the
number of cloudy pixels with 11.0µm brightness temperatures between 289 ,9 Kelvin and 290,0 Kelvin, It can
be seen that construction of the 0, 1 Kelvin histogram involves a loss of the precision with which brightness
temperatures are known.
No cloud temperature derivation is performed if fewer than 20 cloudy pixels have been identified, in either view, If sufficient pixels have been identified, two cloud temperatures are calculated, via the 0.1 Kelvin
histogram,
The first is a simple mean of the l l ,Oµm brightness temperatures of all cloudy pixels. The second is an
attempt to derive a cloud-top temperature; the 11.0µm brightness temperatures of only the coldest 25% of the
cloudy pixels contribute to this derivation.
The product also contains the numbers of cloudy and cloud-free pixels which have been located, From these
numbers, the percentage cloud-cover is derived, and is provided.

8.3 Product format
The ACLOUD product has a fixed-length 244-byte record format
shown in table 25,

The contents of each product record are

Time of data. The integer value containing the number of days since January Ist, 1950, does not include the
current, incomplete day, Note that the time used within each record is the time of the first ATSR
nadir-view scan within the orbit to contribute to the spatially-averaged sea-surface temperature
derivation. The variable nature of cloud-cover makes it impossible to predict the position of this scan
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I Par~meterdescription

· ---.--·---:
il-fTTime-ufdata(dayssinceJanuarylst,l950l.
I
1::Tr TJ_~j~!ch:ta
(s~conds withir: CUJT~~:.'.'.;)
·
8 - 9 I Latitude of half-dezree cell
.
lO- 11 Longitudeofhali-tl~~dl
---.-[--1-2---, ~ IVkan-across-trackband nu~=.=_---

[-Byterange

I

=-~~.C:C-~
.

I Nadir-view
14 15
16- 17
18 - 19
20 - 21 I
22 - 23 i
24 - 25 I
lb - 27 I

28 - 127 I

128- 129
130-131
132-133
134-135
136-137
138-139
140-141
142-241
242-243

i

~nteger

·-··

Nurr:berof clouJy pixels
Number of cloud-free pixels
Spatially-averaged 11.0µm brightness temperature
of all cloudy pixels
Standard deviation of 11.0µmbrightness temperatures
of all cloudy pixels
Lowest 11.0µm brightness temperature of cloudy pixels
Cloud-top temperature: spatially-averaged l l .Oum
brightness temperature of coldest 25% of cloudy pixels
Percentage cloud-cover
One Kelvin histogram of l l .Oum brightness
temperatures of all cloudy pixels
Forward-view
Number of cloudy pixels
Number of cloud-free pixels
Spatially-averaged 11.0µm brightness temperature
of all cloudy pixels
Standard deviation of 11.0µm brightness temperatures
of all cloudy pixels
Lowest 11.0µm brightness temperature of cloudy pixels
Cloud-top temperature: spatially-averaged 11.0µm
brightness temperature of coldest 25% of cloudy pixels
Percentage cloud-cover
One Kelvin histogram of 11.0µm brightness
temperatures of all cloudy pixels
Confidence word associated with spatially-averaged
cloud temperature/coverage derivation, as described in table 26

-

J
Day-

·

r~!SeZ~Ucbl
Integer j Cell .~
Integer i C~Integer J None. _

--r-

Integer
Integer

None
None

Integer

K/100

Integer
Integer

K/100
K/100

Integer
Integer

K/100
%/100

Integer

I

Integer
Integer

None
None
None

Integer I K/100
Integer
Integer

K/100
K/100

Integer
Integer

K/100
%1100

Integer
None

None
None

I

Table 25: Spatially-averaged cloud temperature/coverage product: contents of product record
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relati \C tu the centre of the half-degree cell. l lndcr any circumstances, this time cannot be more than
approxunately six seconds trom the time at which the centre of the cell is scanned by the nadir view.
Latitude. Th latitude ts provided as a cell number. ·r 1c edges of half-degree cells arc sections of parallels
and meridians. TI1c latitude cells an: numbered trom the South Pole to the N• -rth Pole. in the range O to
359. Latitude cell number 0 extend- trom 900 South to 8lJ South; latitude cell number 35LJ extends
from S9' North tn 90° North. The t.uitude or the ed! centre may be derived hy:
0

lawwfe=

((laLcellJLwn-

180.0)/2.0) t0.25.

Longitude. 111e longitude is provided as a cell number. The edges of half-degree cells are sections of
parallels and meridians. The longitude cells are numbered from 180° West to l80° East, in the range 0
to 71 c Longitude ed! number 0 extend, troru [F-0°\\';:.;:; to l li.f West; longitude cell Humber 719
extends from 179° East to 180° East. The longitude of the cell centre may be derived by:
/111

vitude

= ((lon.cell num

- 360.0) /2.0'I ,_il.25.

Mean across-track hand numher. The five across-track bands (numbered 0 to 4) are symmetric about the
ground-track. Each band is 50km wide (except the tifth, which is 62km wide. and extends to the edge of
the swath).
Number of cloudy pixels. This is the number of pixels within the half-degree cell which were identified as
cloudy by the SADIST cloud-identification tests. Note that, since the surface area covered by a
half-degree cell decreases towards the poles, the maximum value this parameter may have will also
decrease (to a limit of zero at the poles themselves). Note also that, since no cloud
temperature/coverage information may be derived using fewer than 20 cloudy pixels, 20 is the practical
minimum for this parameter.
Number of cloud-free pixels. This is the number of pixels within the half-degree cell which were identified
as cloud-free by the SADIST cloud-identification tests. Note that, since the surface area covered by a
half-degree cell decreases towards the poles, the maximum value this parameter may have will also
decrease (to a limit of zero at the poles themselves). This parameter may be zero.
Spatially-averaged brightness temperature of all cloudy pixels. This mean is calculated from the 0.1
Kelvin histogram described in Section 10.2. Therefore, although it is supplied at a precision of 0.01
Kelvin, its accuracy (with respect to the true mean), can only be assumed to be ±0.05 Kelvin. The
derivation is:

mean.a f ...cloudy= 19000 + 10 x

l;~((i+0.5)xhistogram[~)
:E)l!~histogram[i]

Standard deviation of brightness temperatures of cloudy pixels. Again, this is calculated from the 0.1
Kelvin histogram, described above, so its accuracy (with respect to the true mean), can only be assumed
to be ±0.05 Kelvin. The derivation is:
sd.af .cloudy

e.

10 x

:Ef~(((i+0.5)-((mean_o f ..cloudy-19fXYJ)/ IO))x histogram[11)2

(:E?~histogram[i])-1

Lowest 11.0µm brightness temperature of cloudy pixels. This is simply the lowest 11.0µmbrightness
temperature of the pixels identified as cloudy within the half-degree cell.
Cloud-top temperature. This value, which is known as the cloud-top temperature (though which makes no
great claims to represent exactly that physical parameter), is calculated from the 0.1 Kelvin histogram,
described above. Only the coldest 25% of the histogram is used; that is, only those histogram boxes up
to and including that which contains the twenty-fifth percentile are included within the mean derivation.
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Ir' accuracy (w ith respect t11the true mean of the coldest 25% < .f the cloudy pixels) can only be
assumed to be ±0.05 Kelvin. The derivation i:--

where n is th.: histogram box containing the twenty-fifth percentile
Percentage cloud-cover. This is the percentage of all pixels within the halt-degree cell which were identified
as cloudy by the SADIST cloud-identification tests. The derivation is:

since the percentage is provided in units of %/100. Values of percentage:cloud-cover for half-degree
cells within across-track band 4 ol the ATSR swath should be used with caution; such cells may not be
wholly covered by the swath.
One Kelvin histogram of 11.0µm brightness temperatures of all cloudy pixels. This histogram, which
describes the temperature distribution of the pixels identified as cloudy, is derived from the 0.1 Kelvin
histogram constructed during calculation of the spatially-averaged cloud temperatures shown above.
The derivation involves two steps:
1. The 0.1 Kelvin histogram is reduced to a 1.0Kelvin histogram, by merging histogram boxes in
groups of ten.
2. The 1.0 histogram is normalised, so that each histogram value may be represented by a single
byte. The normalisation is:
normalised.valueiii

= 255 x

merged.Jzistogram[i]
merged_Justogram[max]

where i is each of the boxes of the (merged) 1.0 Kelvin histogram (from 0 to 99), and max is the
histogram box containing the largest number of cloudy pixels.
The resulting 1.0 Kelvin histogram is a one-hundred element array of one-byte normalised values,
scaled so that a value of 255 represents the most populous histogram box. The first histogram box
represeuts brightness temperatures between 190.0 Kelvin and 191.0 Kelvin; the last histogram box
represents brightness temperatures between 289.0 Kelvin and 290.0 Kelvin. Note that the values within
the normalised histogram remain in correct proportion, so the values of the number of cloudy and
cloud-free pixels may be used to (approximately) reconstitute the original (non-normalised) 1.0 Kelvin
histogram.

Bit#
0 (lsb)
l
2

3
4- 15(msb)

Meaning if set
Contributing nadir-view data acquired during day-time
Contributing forward-view data acquired during day-time
Half-degree cell contains land
Half-degree cell contains sea
Unused

Table 26: Spatially-averaged cloud temperature/coverage product: confidence word
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8.4

Notes
• No explicit or implicit order.ug of product values may he assumed. fhe Earth-location must be derived
using the latitude and longitude inf .rmationprovided with each cloud temperature/coverage record.
• Note that, apart from the time/po-ition information, and the conndeucc word, all product contents are
duplicated for nadir and forward views. There is no attempt to combine nadir and forward views within
a cloud temperature retrieval algorithm.

8.5 Exceptional values
Exceptional values within the spatially-averaged cloud temperature/coverage product are described in table 27.

[---

I

Parameter
-------

--Numher
of cloudv pixels
Numher of cloucl-fre_e_pixels
Spatially-averaged
___
brightness temperature
Standard deviation of
brightness temperatures
Lowest brightness temperature
Cloud-top temperature
Percentage cloud-cover

Value

T -999

Reason

J

·~-

-

·-

.

---:---

-999
-999

Fewer than 20 cloudy pixels identified
Fewer than 20 cloudy_ pixels identified
Fewer than 20 cloudy pixels identified

-999

Fewer than 20 cloudy pixels identified

-999
-999
-999

Fewer than 20 cloudy pixels identified
Fewer than 20 cloudy pixels identified
Fewer than 20 cloudy pixels identified J

Table 27: Spatially-averaged cloud temperature/coverage product: exceptional values

8.6

Product size

The estimated size of the ACLOUD product is 2mb/orbit for both ATSR-1and ATSR-2.
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9

Spatially-averaged
product (ASST)

sea-surface temperature

9.1 General description
The spatially-averaced sea-surt.ice temperature product (ASSTi contains ten-arcnunute spatially-averaged seasurface temperatures, grouped into half-degree ...clls, with associated positional and confidence information.
The ASST product contains spatially-averaged sea-surface temperatures derived from up to a complete tile
of ATSR raw data (which may in most circumstances be considered to be equivalent to one ERS-1 orbit).
The ASST product has a variable length, though the largest volume of ATSR raw data which can contribute
tu a single spatially-averaged s. a-surtace temperature product (approximately one orbit) places an upper limit
on the product size.

9.2

Product format

The ASST product has a tixed-Iength 58-byte record format. The contents of each product record are shown in
table 28.
[ Byte range
0-3
4-7
8-9
l0-11
12- l3
14- 15
16-33
34-35
36-53
54-57

I

Parameter description

Type

Time of data (days since January lst, l 950)
Time of data (seconds within current day)
Latitude of half-degree cell
Longitude of half-degree cell
Mean across-track band number
Mean of nadir-only ten-arcminute spatially-averaged
sea-surface temperatures
Nadir-only spatially-averaged sea-surface temperatures,
9 two-byte integers (one for each ten-arcminute cell)
Mean of dual-view ten-arcminute spatially-averaged
sea-surface temperatures
Dual-view spatially-averaged sea-surface temperatures,
9 two-byte integers (one for each ten-areminute cell)
Confidence word associated with spatially-averaged
sea-surface temperature derivation, as described in table 29

Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer

Unit
Days
Seconds
Cell
'
Cell
None
K/lOO

Integer

K/100

Integer

K/100

Integer

K/100

None

None

Table 28: Spatially-averaged

sea-surface temperature product: contents of product record

Time of data. The integer value containing the number of days since January Ist, 1950, does not include the
current, incomplete day. Note that the time used within each record is the time of the first ATSR
nadir-view scan within the orbit to contribute to the spatially-averaged sea-surface temperature
derivation. The variable nature of cloud-cover makes it impossible to predict the position of this scan
relative to the centre of the half-degree cell. Under any circumstances, this time cannot be more than
approximately six seconds from the time at which the centre of the cell is scanned by the nadir view.

Latitude. The latitude is provided as a cell number. The edges of half-degree cells are sections of parallels
and meridians. The latitude cells are numbered from the South Pole to the North Pole, in the range 0 to
359. Latitude cell number 0 extends from 90° South to 89°30' South; latitude cell number 719 extends
from 89°30' North to 90° North. The latitude.of the cell centre may be derived by:
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latitude

((tauel!J1um-

180.0)/2.0) +0.25.

Longitude. The longuude i, provided as a cell number. The edges, •f halt-dezree l dis are sections or
parallels and meridians The longitude cells are numbered from 180° West t~• 18l!, East, in the range 0
to 719. Longitude cell numbed} extends from 180° Westto 179°30' West; I·.ngitude cell number 719
extends from 1~9°30' East to 18WEast. The longitude ut the ed! centre mav be derived by:
longitude

c:

((lui: cell.num -- .'.\60.0)/2.tl) + 0.25.

Mean across-track band number, The nve across-track bands (numbered 0 t i 4) are symmetric about the
ground-track. Each band 1-; 50krn wide (except the fifth, which is 62km wide. and extends to the edge of
the swath).
1

Ten-arcnunute sea-surface temperatures. Each half-degree cell contains nine teu-arcminure cells. Where
sufficient radiometric pixels are available, nadir-only and dual-view sea-surface temperatures are
retrieved separately for each ten-arcrninutc cell. Each product record includes space for the potential
nine nadir-only and nine dual-view sea-surface temperatures. The position of each ten-arcminute within
the halt-degree cell is implicit in the ten-arcminute ordering. Figure l shows the relative positions of the
ten-arcminute cells, where North is towards the top of the page. and East is towards the right of the page.

~Bit !1umber(SJT
0 (lsb) - 8

Meaning if set

I

9 - 17

I

Nadir-only ten-arcminute
used 3.7µm channel (one
Dual-view ten-arcminute
used 3.htm channel (one

18
19

I
I

Nadir-view contains day-time data (night-time if zero)
Forward-view contains day-time data (night-time if zero)

i
I

i

I -io - 31 (msb) l

sea-surface temperature retrieval
bit per ten-arcminute cell)
sea-surface temperature retrieval
bit per ten-arcminute cell)

Unused

Table 29: Spatially-averaged sea-surface temperature product: confidence word

7

8

9

4

5

6

l

2

3

Figure 1: Spatially-averaged sea-surface temperature product: relative positions of ten-arcminute cells within
half-degree cell

9.3

Notes
• No explicit or implicit ordering of product values may be assumed. The Earth-location must be derived
using the latitude and longitude information provided with each sea-surface temperature record.
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9.4

Product size

The estimated

s!Ze

ot th •.· ASS'! product is lOOkh/urhit tor both .·\TSR 1 and ATSR.-2.
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Draft specification of ATSR/SADIST-2 products
Paul Bailey
30th Nm cm her 1994

l

Introduction

TI1i~document is a drat t speci tic1tiou of the scientitic products from RJ-\L's SAOIST-2 ATSR data-processing
sol!v.,m:. Since SAD!ST-2 is hdng ._kvelopcd <;1JCh that it can process data from both J\TSR-1 and ATSR-2
instnuncnts. the products dcscnhcd here have k,·n designed to he suftici.ntly flexible and modular that they
an: equally valid for either instrument SADIST-2 i-;intended to replace "ADIST-1 :1~the detinitive ATSR-1
data-processing software.
F11rgct the arcane processing levels which have riddled the SADIST product documentation until now. Part
'•f the development of the product> described here nas been a deliberate blurring of the divisions between process:ng levels. There is no longer a rit:id idea of the processing level a product belongs to. and therefore the things
the product may legitimately contain. If the data-processing algorithms allow parameters to be made available
in a product, they are now made available.
The set ot products described in this document form three logical groups:
Unaridded products contain pixels in the ATSR seem geometry. There is a direct correspondence between
the contents of a product record and the contents of an ATSR scan. Nadir- and forward-view pixels are
contemporaneous, and have not been regridded or resampled.
Gridded products contain 512x512 pixel images. The correspondence between a pixel and the ATSR scan
from which it came bas been lost. Nadir- and forward-view pixels are collocated, and have been
regridded onto a lkm grid.
Spatially-averaged
products contain raw data (from up to a whole orbit) which have been
spatially-averaged, to a ten-arcminute or half-degree resolution.

1.1 Ungridded products
There are two ungridded products:
UCOUNTS is an ungridded detector count product (an extension of the SADIST- I COUNTS product). The
product contains ungridded, uncalibrated detector counts from all or some of the ATSR-1/ ATSR-2
detectors. Although the product remains ungridded, the product may optionally contain pixel
latitude/longitude positions, and/or pixel x/y coordinates.
·
URT is an ungridded brightness temperature/reflectance product (a new product for SADIST-2). The product
contains ungridded, calibrated hrigbtness temperatures or reftectances from all or some of the
ATSR-1/ ATSR-2 detectors. Although the product remains ungridded, the product may optionally
contain pixel latitude/longitude positions. and/or pixel x/y coordinates.

1.2

(; ridded products

1nerc :,r,· three gridded i'roduch.
(;HT

' -,a gridded hr"•lltne~~ tvmperaturv.reflectancc product I an exte..-,» in ot tire SADIST- l BT product I
fhe product Cl.'lic~UllS gridded, calibrated brightness tcmpcrature.rc'ectancc
images from all .ir S1•'.llc' ut
the ATSR-1 / . \TS R-2 dt:'tcl't, .rs. The product opti1 -nally includes ri...
el latitude.'! .ngitude posiuon-, :o../y
«ttsets (sub-pixel pi -suior.- !. and the resu lrs 01 '- luud-clearing/land-tlagging.

GRROWSI': is a gridded browse product (an extension ot the SADIST- 1 BROWSE product). The product
cmtains gridded. sub-sampled, calibrated brightness tcmperature/rctlectance images from all or soine
or the AiSk- \1 Xf'.::~-2<kl.::d,11:> The product optionally iuclude. the results ut
cloud-c learin g/land-flag :~ing.
G'iST is a uriddcd sca-surtacc temperature product tan extension of the SADl'T-1 SST product). The
product contains gridd«! sea-surface temperature images using both nadir-only and dual-view retrieval
algorithms, The product opti. -nally inciudex pixel latitudc/longuude po-itions, x/v 1utsets t sub-pixel
positions), and the results of L oud-clearing/Iand-flaggiug.

1.3 Spatially-averaged products
There are three spatially-averaged products:
ABT is a spatially-averaged brightness temperature/reflectance product (a new product for SADIST-2). The
product contains spatially-averaged brightness temperatures/rctlectances from all or some of the
ATSR- l/ ATSR-2 detectors, categorised bv surface type and cloud-presence.
ACLOUD is a spatially-averaged cloud temperature/coverage product (unchanged from the SADIST-I
ACLOUD product). The product contains spatially-averaged measures of cloud temperature and
abundance.
ASST is a spatially-averaged sea-surface temperature product (an extension of the SADIST- I ASST product).
The product contains spatially-averaged sea-surface temperatures, at ten-arcminute and half-degree resolution, using nadir-only and dual-view retrieval algorithms.
A significant change in the algorithms by which spatially-averaged products are generated by SADIST-2, is
that the pixels which contribute to such products are taken from gridded (and therefore collocated), rather than
ungridded (and therefore uncollocated) pixel data. The benefits of this approach are:
• Spatially-averaged products may make use of the optimal performance of the SADIST cloud-clearing
algorithms, which are most successful when applied to collocated pixel images;
• The gridding process results in a rectification of pixel sizes, which provides a more accurate spread of
signal between nadir and forward views and across the ATSR swath.
Previously, in SADIST- I, the ungridded ATSR scan pixels were the basis of spatially-averaged product generation. Implicit in this process was an assumption that all ATSR pixels have the same size, and should therefore
be given the same weight. This is clearly not so. Forward-view pixels are very much larger than nadir-view
pixels, and pixels towards the edge of the swath are larger than pixels close to the ground-track. Both effects
are due to the variability of path-length.
The business of regridding places each ATSR pixel into a 1x Hem box. Again, this assumes all pixels have
the same size. Regridding has two interesting effects. Pixels which are small, and whose Earth-locations are
therefore very small, may be placed within the same 1x Hem box (in which case the first would be overwritten).

2

. vlso, some: pixels in the regridded -mage rnav remain unfilled. This unfilling ,;,.xurs .vhen pixels are large. and
further apart than I km .
.\lter regriddiug each pi xcl im.ure ts 'cosmetically" filled; that is. pixel- which remain unfilled an: tilled hy
c•-pying the nearest (rilled) neighbour. It can be see a that this process or cosmetic tilling has the effect (1f recon.ituting original pixel sizes. Filling' .ccurs only where actual pixels are large, and therefore widely-spaced. hut
hve been squeezed into 1 ' Ikm h(l.\C>. Nearest-neighbour copying re, erse, the pixel squeezing. and allows
! Hcls to expand t•' .t more represeutau, .: size.
Thi., is a sirnplisnc ckscript1un, hut the argument remains that the integrn , of spatially-averaged products
i~ imoroved when the -r ,:eneratwa uses regri.lded, rather than un ~ridded pixels. There is no bias towards :.lie
nadir-view. and towar ~'the ground-track, where pixels are smallest.
I heretorc

1.4

Other produ. ...ts

SADIST-2 will also include a general-purpose auxiliary data product. whose principal use will be for the mainicnancc at RAL <1f a long-term archi ve \.f ATSR- i:ATSR-2 instrument performance, and short-term diagnosis
'1f instrument anomalies. This product wili he documented elsewhere.
At the time ot writing, it is intended that the generation of the SADIST-I products MWR and MCLOUD
will not be «mtinued into SADIST-2. The MWR product is redundant for AfSR-2, since the low-rate data
tare~ which will he the primary source ot raw data for SADIST-2 will also include transcribed ATSR/M raw
data. independent of the ATSR source packets.

t.5

SADIST-2 product header

The header shown in table l is present in ai! SADJST-2 products (though not all header contents are relevant
to. and will be provided for, all products).
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: --
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·--·---·
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-

--

--~

==:r
-~

-----------··------···-------------------

fyP;

TtJnit · - j

·iur:=l.:""ne'
.---, -·--

~
\

-------·-----··

!;r.··
..··.
.;;

ib· .· :.!/=..
. 96-.:tT?t_· 22~~-

·-.-.1..;:;;···: ~:;:. -~l

~~-.~.~"~'.~,."!~;\:;"J·e·~·~.:o;i~~:<lJt~.u.":!r.'1~;;c.'f;~.g,
..;.:i:·.-. :-.n
U'.ruver->al
time at ascending n0de ·--·----Char . I None
..'..'.8 -153 -! .. x 1.:· A ~enci:ngnode stalro¥~du! l:'u~itiOn(X~qy.~~~---=-....:._
__
·r ~
. i
I~±-~ 183 .. _Ix l()__~. scendrn·g·
n.·odestate v.ector ve[o,1_ty(x. y. z)
I Real_····.·+
Kml~_J
-~4 ~ 193. _ ~~un_g~t:1J.;
.''t the ascending nude .
TReal . Degrees. i
194 - 223 , 30
1 ERS- i!ER2' 2 platform modes during product:
', Char I, None
I
~
l.
j
l_~SM FCM CJCMFPM RTMM KT_\_1C_~
.__
L __
l.

rkeal

f

1

l___

·------=-==

-.. --· __[i~~rument tempe~~'.J!.!!:!~n~ters .
, 224- 231
8 i-Sfulii:.Cycle Cot•ler (SCC) cold-tip temperature -·-Real
1
232 - 287
7 x :-..· ~n.;~trun.;ent
detector temperatures,
. ·-----·
__
. Reai
-·_l_~-·Oµw:11.0µm,3.7µm, l.6µm, 0.87µm. 0.65µm. O.:>)µm L_
1.
:=====
optio~alcontentsparameters
--~
1
I
288 -- 289 I
2 - ~Ni Nadir-onh records present
Integ:r
---290. -~
2
1.T)Thenn:il mfra-red detector records present
··--..
Integer_
2
292 - 293
(V) Visible/near-infra-reddetector records present
Int~~
294- 295
2
(L'i Latitude/longitude recunJs present
Integer J
---296- 297
2
(XI
coordinate records present
2
(C) Cloud-clearing/land-flagging records present
298- 299
J Product positionand time parameters
6
I Along-track distance of start of product
300-305
6
I Along-track distance of end of product
306- 311
21
I Universal time at start of product
312-332
21
I Universal time at end of product
333 -353
4x 10 I Latitudes of product comer-points
354-393
4 x l0 I Longitudes of product comer-points
394-433
Solar angle parameters
(not spatially-averagedproducts)
Solar elevations at 11points along central nadir scan
11x8
434-521
11x8
Pixel-to-sun/pixel-to-Ek S I elevation differences at
522- 609
11 points along central nadir scan
llx8
ERS1-to-sun/ERSI-to-pixel azimuth differences at
610-697
11 points along central nadir scan
Solar elevations at 11points along central forward scan
698 - 785
11x8
Pixel-to-sun/pixel-to-EkS1 elevation differences at
11x8
786- 873
11 points along central forward scan
ERS 1-to-sun/ERSI-to-pixel azimuth differences at
874-961
l lx8
11 points along central forward scan

I

-~

yr~t

1

"''Y

I

Table I: SADIST-2 product header
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.=:J

Kelvin
Kelvin

·1
j

,

__ !
Non~
None
Nune
None

2
2.1

Ungridded detector count product (CCOUI\TS)
General description

The ungridded detector count product 1l'.COUNTS) contains ATSR-1/ATS R-2 .Ietcctor counts from up to 512
c: ·llSC1. utive ::; -trumcut scam. with optional pixel posuional intormati. .n.
Tl11.: data are uncollocatcd and ungeolocated; that i~.the nadir amt f, irw;ir.! views arc conteu.poran,» -us (and
thcr .·t1 >reare separated alon:-,'.-trnckhy approximatel. lJOOkm1. and rcrain the A:SR scan georuetrv .
.xlso conuuned are anci !lary values which provide: detector counts obtained trom views of the AfSR hot and
cold black-bod calibration targets: detector counts obtainedfrom views of the /\TSR-2 VI SC AL unit; measured
temperatures t>! the black bodies; coefficients for use dunng calibration of the detector signals (detector counts
to brightness t-mperatures); and sign;tl c+iannel proces« r (.~('Pl gains imd i ,ff~PI' for each of tht· detectors .

..!.2 Product format
The l"COUNTS product has a fixed-length 2048-byte rec. .rd format. Table .:'.shows the maximum of 14 product
records which may he present within the UCOUNTS product for every ATSR scan.
~~fCOCl{Lcontents
:··

F

r--

:

i

--------·-------

~t-

~======:
n/a

I

. 1
T
12.0µm detector record, :is dcscriheJ by table 3 --2 ·
T
l .\)µm detectnr record
3 .
T
3.7µrn detector record
11
4
TN I 1 oµrn detector record
5
v 0.87µm detector record (ATSR-2 only)

I

r--·

L-

------

I
I 0.65µm

n/a
n/a
n/a
---+-n/a
--n/a
n/a

6 j
7 i

V
V

8

L I Latitudes of nadir-view pixels 0-511,
512 four-byte integers
L Latitudes of nadir-view pixels 512-554
and forward-view pixels 0-370, 414 four-byte integers

degrees/1000

10

L

degrees/1000

11

L

Longitudes of nadir-view pixels 0-511,
512 four-byte integers
Longitudes of nadir-view pixels 512-554
and forward-view pixels 0-370, 414 four-byte integers

12

x

km

13

x

14

x

x-coordinates (across-track) of nadir- and forward-view
pixels, 926 signed two-byte integers
y-coordinate (along-track) of nadir- and forward-view
pixels, 926 unsigned two-byte integers
x-coordinate offsets (across-track) of nadir- and forward-view
pixels, 926 unsigned one-byte integers
y-coordinate offsets (along-track) of nadir- and forward-view
pixels, 926 unsigned one-byte integers

9

dete..:tor record (ATSR-2 only)
0.55µm detector record (ATSR-2 only)

--

degrees/1000

degrees/ 1000

km
km/256
km/256

Table 2: Ungridded detector count product: records for single ATSR scan

The product contents are variable, and are determined by the precise nature of the product request. The
records provided for each ATSR scan may be requested/omitted in logical groups:
• (T) Thermal infra-red detector records (12.0µm, l l.Oµm, 3.7µm, l.6µm);
• (V) Visible/near-infra-red

detector records

0 .6µm, 0.87µm, 0.65µm, 0.55µm);
5

• \L) Pixel lat -ude/loncitude

positions;

Note that, s11"-c the nadir .nd forward views remain uncoil· ·c.ated in tbis product, lautudc/longitude an.' x/y co' -rdinute informati: •il must be provided separately for nadir- .uid forward-view pixels, Thi-, neccssarilv .ncreascs
ti:e pr . .Iuct s11._·
Tile hase-Iine del.iult) Ar~ R-1 UCOL'~'TS product inc .udes U1c thermal infra-red .letcctor 'T) records,
hut omits all other records. ff required, they must be r'-'<Jucstcd explicitly The base-line «lefault) ATSR-2
'·'COUNTS rn -duct includes the thermal and visi hlc/nir detector (TV) revords. hut omus the iatitude/Iongnude
<1:1d X/Y coor liuat, rccor-ls.
UCUUNTS products include within their rite-name extensions, the codes required to identity the product
c.uuents. F11r example. a i__'C(llJNTS product with a l1k-113fO.: cxten .ion

ucouvr- vx
includes only the \ isible. nir detector records. and the x.'y coordinate rec, -rds. and a l'COUl'<'TS
tile-name extension

rfl -duct

with a

UCOUl'<TS-TVL
includes all detector records, and the latitude/longitude records, It can be seen that the base-line ATSR-1 and
ATSR-2 products are defined by:
LCOL'.\'TS-T
and
UCOlfI\.'TS-TV
respectively. Note that the visible detectors are unavailable for ATSR-1 products. Note also that the 1.6µm nearinfra-red channel is supplied as part of the thermal infra-red and visible/nir detector records. If, for ATSR-2,
all detectors are requested, the l .6µm detector record is provided only once in the product.
Table 3 describes the contents of each detector record. Note that detector counts in the 12.0µm and 0.87µm
detector records are negated to show the presence of the blanking pulse. To avoid confusion between (negative)
error codes and blanking-pulsed counts, the blanking pulse is represented in this way only when the detector
count is greater than the absolute value of all error codes.

2.3 Exceptional values
Table 4 lists the exceptional values which may be encountered within the UCOUNTS product.

2.4 Product size
Since the product contents are variable, product sizes are also variable. Table 5 provides approximate sizes for
a range of typical product contents.

6

;

~··~c--~'----·

I

'

-

'

-Integer

None

Integer

None

Integer

None

Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
None

K/1000
K/1000
1/1000000
111000000
1/1000000
111000000
None
None
None
None

----

I S60 -- 1891 ; I A two-bvte plus black body (~bb) pixel detector count'
1
:
( 12.0µm & 0.87µm negated to show presence of blanking pulse)
1--1892 - l 'i23- : 16 two-byte minus black body 1 -bb) pixel detector counts
1
!
( 12.0µm & 0.87µm negated to show presence of blanking pulse)
l--!',124 - I'ol55 i 16 two-byte VISCAL unit detector ct•u-~1l'
l___
! ( 12.0µm & 0.87µm negated to show presence ui blanking pulse)
1956- 1983
7 four-byte measured plus black body (+bh) temperatures
1984- 2011
7 four-byte measured minus black body (-bb) temperatures
2012- 2015
Four-byte calibration bias for even pixels
2016- 2019
Four-byte calibration bias for odd pixels
2020-2023
Four-byte calibration slope for even pixels
2024-2027
Four-byte calibration slope for odd pixels
2028- 2031
Gain used by signal channel processor (SCP)
2032- 2035
Offset used by signal channel processor (SCP)
2036-2039
IDF scan count when SCP gain/offset last changed
2040- 2047
Unused

Table 3: Ungridded detector count product: detector record
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[
1

~a-~1-~~~-~l!J~~~:son=
Detector count

I -i

:

-2

·

---

I

]

- --

_Ll

1
4

__

~--~~---=~

----=- -~

Entire -ca.: absent from telemetry
: l'txel at1'~'1t
from telemetry (possible reason.' arc disablement
I ot channel. or visible channel uxed to narrow swath;
II N. srgna: in channel (zero count)
I Saturation in channel (4095 c..unt)
___i__:__ -----------------------·-..--

l

I

J

:

Table 4: Ungridded detector count product: exceptional values

[ Product contents

UCOUNTS-T (ATSR-1 base-line)
UCOUNTS-TL (ATSR-1 base-line & lat!long)
UCOUNTS-TLX (ATSR-1 base-line & lat!long & x/y)
UCOUNTS-TV (ATSR-2 base-line)
UCOUNTS-TVL (ATSR-2 base-line & lat!long)
UCOUNTS-TVLX (ATSR-2 base-line & lat!long & x/y)

# records/scan
4
8
11

7
II

14

j

Size of product

4.2mb
8.4mb
ll.5mb
7.3mb
ll.5mb
14.7mb

Table 5: Ungridded detector count product: product sizes

8

I

Size/orbit

336mb
67lmb
923mb
587mb
923mb
1.17gb

]

Ungridded brightness temper ature/reflectance
product (UBT)

3.1 Ceneral description
product (UB D contains calibrated .\TSR-1' ATSR-2 brizht.:ss tcrnr•erature' and/or reflectance- fr,;1!1 up to 512 consecutive instrument scans, with \•f>tionalpixel posiional im- .rmation.
T!Jt'. data me uncollocated ..ind ungcolocatcd; that is, the nadir and forward ncv. , are contemporaneous (and
·•i,rdore arc: separated along-track b:r approximately %0krn). and retain the ATSR scan geometry.
xlso contained are ancillary values which provide: detector counts obtained from views of the ATSR bot and
~· ·1.i luack-ru "'Y calibration t;ut:'"b, detector counts obtained tiom views of the AfSt< .. YbCAL unit; measured
r mpcrature- of the black bodies; coefficients for use during calibration of the detector signals (detector counts
! , brichtness temperatures); ~111d
signal channel processor <SCP) gains and offsets for each of the detectors.
: ii·~ungridded hrightne-,s temperature/reflectance

3.2 Product format
The l'BT product ha.'>a fixed-length 2048-byte record format. Table 6 shows the maximum of 14 product
records which may be present within the uBT product for every ATSR scan.

~
,---i
~
'

I

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

T I 12.0µm detector record, as described by table 7
T i 11.0µm detector record
T 3.7µm detector record
I.6µm detector record
TN
v 0.87µm detector record (ATSR-2 only)
v 0.65µm detector record (ATSR-2 only)
v 0.55µm detector record (ATSR-2 only)
L Latitudes of nadir-view pixels 0-511,
512 four-byte integers
L Latitudes of nadir-view pixels 512-554 and forward-view
pixels 0-370, 414 four-byte integers
L Longitudes of nadir-view pixels 0-511,
512 four-byte integers
L Longitudes of nadir-view pixels 512-554 and forward-view
pixels 0-370, 414 four-byte integers
x x-coordinates (across-track) of nadir- and forward-view pixels,
926 signed two-byte integers
x y-coordinates (along-track) of nadir- and forward-view pixels,
926 unsigned two-byte integers
x x-coordinate offsets (across-track) of nadir- and forward-view
pixels, 926 unsigned one-byte integers
y-coordinate offsets (along-track) of nadir- and forward-view
pixels, 926 unsigned one-byte integers

Table 6: Ungridded brightness temperature/reflectance

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
degrees/1000
degrees/ 1000
degrees/1000
degrees/1000
km
km
km/256
km/256

product: records for single ATSR scan

The product contents are variable, and are determined by the precise nature of the product request. The
records provided for each ATSR scan may be requested/omitted in logical groups:

9

• ! T)

Thermal intra-red .lett_ 'tor r,·l·,1rds( i ~.Oµm. 11.0µm. 3."'ltm, 1 ·)um);

• (\'i Visible/near-inrra-:

.:d detector record.' (I .6µm, 0.~ :~tm,t1.65µm, 05'.i~tm1:

• [U Pixel latitude/longitude

p1 -itiou-;

• (XJ Pixel xr. L1.>unllnat·e
positions.

'\;r•u.:that, since the nadir and forward views remain uncollocaied 111this product, ratitude/longitudc and x/y co-

' .rd mate information must be pr: .vidc. I separately for nadir- and forward view pixels This necessarily increases
tlte product si/e.
The ha.;;v-Lnc l(!'·tau~c':\TSR l ! BT prr 1•.'C' irvlu.lcs liJC Uh:nx it1f1u rL,_'. .'.:.ctnr (T) rccculs. bu: om;":
all other records. If required, they must he requested explicitly. The base-Iine (default) ATSR-2 UBT product
includes the thermal and visible/ni r detector lTV) rec. .rds, hut omits the latitude/longitude and x/y coordinate
records.
UBT products include within their ti le-name extensions, the codes required tu identify the product contents.
For example. a UBT product with the uk-name extension
UBT-VX
includes only U1evixible/nir detector records; and the x/y coordinate records. and a UBT product with the filename extension
UBT-TVL
includes all detector records, and the Iatuude/longitude records. It um be seen that the base-line ATSR-1 and
ATSR-2 products are defined by

UBT-T
and

UBT-TV
respectively. Note that the visible detectors are unavailable for ATSR-1 products, and for ATSR-2 products during night-time. Note also that the 1.6µm near-infra-red channel is supplied as part of the thermal infra-red and
visible/nir detector records. If, for ATSR-2, all detectors are requested, the l.6µm detector record is provided
only once in the product.
Table 7 describes the contents of each detector record. Note that brightness temperatures/reflectances in the
12.0µm and 0.87µm detector records are negated to show the presence of the blanking pulse. To avoid confusion
between (negative) error codes and blanking-pulsed pixel values, the blanking pulse is only represented in this
way when the brightness temperature/reflectance is greater than the absolute value of all error codes.

3.3 Exceptional values
Table 8 lists the exceptional values which may be encountered within the UBT product.

3.4 Product size
Since the product contents are variable, product sizes are also variable. Table 9 provides approximate sizes for
a range of typical product contents.
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Ir... er i K/l'"i
1
(tor vis ;, \:t cn.. .nels : ··µm. ("7µn1. 0 r.5µm. ti 5 1t·>11
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______
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1

ll:Hc~t,I
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I

.v .

'

-:l t\~,-~1-yt··.fl.'r\\'u........!-\ l<O~Wt,J'"i·~ brig~~L! L.•.._u!' ratur,« .
' Inteccr
.
.ir vixihle/nir channels: l .6µrn. 0.87µm, 0.6'.'~tm, 0.55µm)
"7\ two-byte t.irward-view pixel reflectance-.
. Integer
.
( l 2.0µm and O.X7µm neg ued lLl show presence of blanking pulse)
iix60 - i 891 l l '1 twn-byk plus black hody (+hb) pixel detector counts
ll~;teger
J
( l 2 Oum a',! 0.87µm negated to show prescnce uf blanking pulse)
'
1189Z. 1923 i lfitwP-by•e.minu~hlackb,1dy(-bb)pixeldetectttrcounts----~!
;,1leger
~
( 12.Uµm and •J.8'7µG1 ne~ate<l to show prest:nce nf hlank:in~ pulsetl
I924- 195°5°"'!6 twz;-:-h}:£e\·1sCAL unit detector counts .
.
li1teger

I

i

I

,

__j

mo<

;

I

I

.

%/lOO

I

I

:

.I__

None

-

i

None
No;;

12.0µm and' 1 87µm negated to show presence of blanking pu tse i
---+--1
! l 9"i6 - 1983
7 four-byte mea:;ured plus black body (+bb) temperatures
integer
K/1000
KilOOO
n984-=20Tl7 four-by~e mea,-ured minus black body (-bb) temperatures
-~ Integ~e_r_I,___
201.2 - 20 l 5 Four-byte calibration hias for even pixels
--L~~g_e_r-+--- 1/1000000
, 2016 - 2019
Four-byte calibration bias for odd pixels
i lntc~_e_r-+--1/1000000
: 2020 - 2023
Four-byte~tiOO:,l~~~~n
pixels
i Ir;tCger l/1000000
2024 - 2027
four-byte calibration slope for odd pixels
i Intege-r-+--~l/1000000
2028 - 2031 I Gain used by signal channel processor (SCP)
I Integer None
2032 - 2035 I Offset used by signal channel processor (SCP)
I Integer None
2036 - 2039 I IDF scan count when SCP gain/offset last changed
I Integer None
2040- 2047 I Unused
I None
None
' (

I

Table 7: Ungridded brightness temperature/reflectance product: detector record

Parameter I Value I Reason
-I
Entire scan absent from telemetry

Brightness temperature/
reflectance

-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7

Pixel absent from telemetry (possible reasons arc disablement
of channel. or visible channel fixed to narrow swath)
No signal in channel (zero count)
Saturation in channel (4095 count)
Derived radiance too small for calibration
Derived radiance too large for calibration
Calibration parameters unavailable for pixel

Table 8: Ungridded brightness temperature/reflectance product: exceptional values

II

'

[i'roduct

contents

---·----"··--UBTT \ATSR-lh:1~~~IT;~)·----·---i--~·-:\·.

-·~··-·

--·-·

[ # records/sc;nr:"iize

--t-----·--

UBT-TL (~SR:..'._has:-tine &_btllungl
UBTTI,X (ATSR-l basc-Iine & lat/long & x/y)
UBT-TV(ATSR-2 base-line)
UBT-TVL (ATSR-2 base-line & lat/long)
UBT-TVLX(ATSR-2 base-line & lat/long & x/y)

8 ..

11

7
11
14

Table 9: Ungridded brightness temperature/reflectance
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I
I

I

of product

4.2mb
8.4mb
ll.Smb
7.3mb
11.Smb
14.7mb

I

Size per orbit

--336mh
67lmh
923mb
587mb
923mb
l.l7gb

product: product sizes

·-·

j

4

Gridded brightness temperature/reflectance
product (GBT)

.t1

C~eneral description

The gridded •rigtiu;css temperature/rcflecu.ncc product con-ists of :'i l2 x ::'l 2krn geolocated collocated nadirand iorward- .iev. hrit'htnc:>s temperature am111•rrcll.x.tanc,' images, ;;1 a Ikm r, ...ulution, fr: un . ·me or ,[i' available ATSR cl .lll:ick

Product format

4.2

Tile GGT p1 1ouc..i. l"t:';, 11:~~\lL:z:gtlt 1024-t>:-it: n::c·•11«1 tortu,«. Table 10 shows the sequeu. , o< records within
a complete product.
The actual product contents are variable, ~trn!arc determined by the precise nature of the product request.
The records may he requested/omitted in logical groups
• C[) Thermal intra-red detector brightness temperature images ( l ~.Oµm. l l .Oµm, Uµm.

• (V \ Visible/near-intra-red
• ( L) Pixel latitude/longitude
•

< X)

1.6µm);

detector reflectance images 112.0µm, ! l.Oµm, :l.7µm, l.6µm •:
positions;

Pi xcl x/y coordinate offsets;

• \C) Nadir- and forward-view doud-dearing/land-fl.agging

results.

• Also (C\) may he used to request only nadir-view brightness temperature/reflectance

images.

The base-line (default) ATSR-1 GBT product includes the thermal infra-red detector brightness temperature
images (T), and the pixel latitude/longitude positions (L), but omits (natch) the visible/nir reflectance images
(V), the pixel x/y coordinate off sets (X), and the cloud-clearing/land-flagging results (C). The base-line (default)
ATSR-2 GBT product omits only the pixel x/y coordinate offsets and the cloud-clearing/land-flagging results.
GBT products include within their file-name extensions, the codes required to identify the product contents.
For example, a GBT product with the file-name extension
GBT-VL
includes only the visible/nir reflectance images, and the pixel latitude/longitude
with the file-name extension

positions; and a GBT product

GBT-TVLC
includes all product contents, except for the pixel x/y coordinate offsets. It can be seen that the base-line ATSR-1
and ATSR-2 products are defined by
GBT-TL
and
GBT-TVL
respectively. Note that the visible detectors are unavailable for ATSR-1 products, and for ATSR-2 products
during night-time. Note also that the l .6µm near-infra-red channel is supplied as part of the thermal infra-red
and visible/nir records. If, for ATSR-2, all detector records are requested, the 1.6µm reflectance images (nadir
and forward views) are provided only once in the product.
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Forward-view 12.0µm brightness temperature image
512 records ut) l 2 two-byte integers
(12.0µm neg ated to show presence of blanking pulse)
Forward-view l l .Oµm brightness temperature image
\ l I .Oµm negated to show cosmetic fill)
Forward-view 3.7µrn- brightness temperature image
Furward-viewl.6µmretlectanceimage
.
Forward-view 0.87µm reflectance unage (ATSR-2 only)
(0.87µm negated to show presence of blanking pulse)
Forward-view 0.65µm reflectance image (ATSR-2 only)
(0.65µm negated to show cosmetic fill)
Forward-view 0.55µm reflectance image (ATSR-2 only)

[o/i'.100
I

I

-=_J--

I

K/100
K/lOO
'1,,/100
q,fl 00
%/100
%1100
degrees/1000

I

degrees/1000

x-coordinate
256 records
y-coordinate
256 records
x-coordinate
256 records
y-coordinate
256 records

I km/256

I

km/256

I km/256

I

km/256

Nadir-view cloud-clearing/land-flagging
results,
I n/a
512 records of 5 l 2 two-byte composite words, see table l l
Forward-view cloud-clearing/land-flagging
results,
I n/a
512 records 512 two-byte composite words, see table 11

Table 10: Gridded brightness temperature/reflectanceproduct: product contents

_

--1
_,

I

offsets (across-track) of nadir-view pixels,
of 1024 unsigned one-byte integers
offsets (along-track) of nadir-view pixels,
of 1024 unsigned one-byte integers
offsets (across-track) of forward-view pixels,
of 1024 unsigned one-byte integers
offsets (along-track) of forward-view pixels,
of I024 unsigned one-byte integers

J

K/100

Latitudes of image pixels,
1024 records of 256 four-byte integers
Longitudes of image pixels,
1024 records of 256 four-byte integers
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Table 11: Gridded brightness temperature/reflectance product: cloud-clearing/land-ftaggrngresults

Note that brightness temperatures in the 12.0µm records and reflectances in the 0.87µm records are negated
to show the presence of the blanking pulse.
In the:same way, brightness temperatures in the l l .Oµmrecords and retlectances in the 0.65µm records are
negated to <howthat pixels did not originate from the ATSR scan. hut have been "cosmetically" copied from
the nearest neighbour pixel.
To avoid confusion between (negative) error codes and blanking-pulsed/cosmetically-filled pixels, pixel
negation is used in this way only when the brightness temperature/reflectance is greater than the absolute value
of all error codes.

4.3 Exceptional values
Table 12 lists the exceptional values which may be encountered within the GBT product.
Parameter
Brightness temperature/
reflectance

I Value I Reason
-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8

Entire scan absent from telemetry
Pixel absent from telemetry (possible reasons are disablement
of channel, or visible channel fixed to narrow swath)
No signal in channel (zero count)
Saturation in channel (4095 count)
Derived radiance too small for calibration
Derived radiance too large for calibration
Calibration parameters unavailable for pixel
Pixel unfilled (cosmetic filling algorithm unable to
find nearest-neighbour pixel)

Table 12: Gridded brightness temperature/reflectance product: exceptional values
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4.4

Product size

Since the product contents are \ .uiablc, product si1:-; are also variab.c. Table I:; provitcs ;,ppniximdc
; ·r a '"<Ui\C<' ult) pica! product conunts

Table 13: Gridded hr.cumcss tempcrature/refle •..1.uk·e product: product sizes
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si;c\

5

Gridded

browse product (GBROWSE)

5.1 General description
browse prod till (GB ROW SL 1 •.onsists ot -. '1-sampleJ 512 x 5 I2kn; ge. .:••cated, coll. 1•.att:d nadira•· ! torward-x ;:w bri.~dltn-:~~tcmpcr..rurc :u"V,ir reflectance images. at .14km resoiuti. .n, from S< -mc or d! avail;,h · ATSR channels.
:-ik· ~riddt:-i

-..•.

~

")

Product torma t

The GB ROWSE product ha- a uxcd-Lngth
within a complete product.

256-h:-tc record format. Table 14 shows the sequence of re,..ords

i_ R~o_r_d_ff_J_-

_C_o_-d-_e_T
t_'o_n_te_n_t~~

!---0.:..127-

--T--

1--

----+--

___

1~

,

------r-·T·

~ -_.,;·.rn
i

!
.

I -

II

K/100-.
!

------------------------------+---11 .Oµ"' !:>.rig.
_htness temperature m1.ige
.! K/100

! Nadt·r·-\IC\\.

of 128 t~~-hyte integers
TT'-Jadir-'
icw 3.7µm brightness temperature image
_
l 28 rec. ·rds of l 28 two-l:>yteintegers
Tl\ I N"J"."'" LOµmreflectanceimage

__

_---~I

_

j IG l 00

_

I
.

--;-v-100

---+\---,-

I 128 r~~ords of l 28 twn-nyte integers __
V
Nadir-view 0.87µm reflectance image (ATSR-2 only)
%/100
l----------·28 records of l 28 two-byte integers
,
_,
V
Nadir-view 0.'•5µm reflectance image (ATSR-2 only)
i %/100
128 records uf 128 two-byte integers
V
Nadir-view 0_.5_.'i_µ_m-re_ft_e_c-ta_n_c_e_im_ag-e-(A:_T_S_R--2-o_n_l_y_)
---+1-<;;_o_/_l 0-0--1

!
512-639
;,__
I
'.
MO- 76 7 ·
j

TUnTt\

_

_ _; ~-'.';~u'.~'

128-:'.55 \

2.56- \83
I
I_
~

-------~~--

G'Jad:-r-vi·~w-i:.(iµm hrightnes, tem;'erature ilrhtge-·-;
i i28 records u <" 128 two-byte integers

j

768-89'i

I

896-1023

I

T (not N)

I

1024-1151

I

T (not N)

I

1152-1219

I

T (not N)

I

1280-1407

I TN

1408-1535

128 records of 128 two-byte integers

(not N)

I

I

V (not N)

I

1536-1663

I

V (not N)

I

1664-1191

I

V (not N)

I

1192-1919

I

C

I

1920-2041

I

C

I

Forward-view 12.0µm brightness temperature image
128 records of 128 two-byte integers
Forward-view l l .Oum brightness temperature image
128 records of 128 two-byte integers
Forward-view 3.7µm brightness temperature image
128 records of 128 two-byte integers
Forward-view L6µm reflectance image
128 records of 128 two-byte integers
Forward-view 0.87µm reflectance image (ATSR-2 only)
128 records of 128 two-byte integers
Forward-view 0.65µm reflectance image (ATSR-2 only)
128 records of 128 two-byte integers
Forward-view 0.55µm reflectance image (ATSR-2 only)
128 records of 128 two-byte integers

I K/100

Nadir-view cloud-clearing/land-flagging
results.
128 records of 128 two-byte composite words, see table 15
Forward-view cloud-clearing/land-flagging
results,
128 records of 128 two-byte composite words. see table 15

I

K/100

I

KJ100

I %1100
I

%1100

I

%1100

I

%1100

I

n1a

I

n1a

Table 14: Gridded browse product: product contents

The actual product contents are variable, and are determined by the precise nature of the product request.
The records may he requested/omitted in logical groups:
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- Bit#T'\!ca;;i;-g-----L
,--;:;=-=~,;=,d·--o-_=-=~=,·cc==c·.~cc===----=-=

v lsb l
l
'
2

I

1

I

J

tT

~--·------------

Pixel is over !JnJ

I Pixe! is cloudy (result uf all cloud tee· ;
-'.inglir:t detected in pixel
----

.

-------------

tests 1?1t set u p_he1<:1o_u_~:v)
.
r:'!ectan~;;!\i~tcigram '.est (~L:--timc ,1,) -4
! sum _,patial coherence test (day-time onlv)
S
, l .Ourn -patial coherence test
6
2-0µr;_ gross cloud test
7
11.0/i ;uiµ.m thi» cirrus t-sr
8
3.7'12.0µm medium/hich level test (night-time onlv)
9
I I :3.7µm fog/low-strutus te:« (night-time only)
10
11.0/! 2.0µm view-difference test
11 3.7111.0µm view-difference k•l (night-time only'
~---'~~Of!
2.0µm mermal histogram test
_j

--3

----

_1ni:tivic1,;a1c1ou~

-T6µm

<

[J)-i :iilhiuseJ

---

-

-=:J

Table 15: Gridded browse product: cloud-clearing/land-flagging

results

• ID Thermal infra-red detector bnghtness temperature images (12.0µm, l l.Oµm, 3.7µm, 1-6µm);
• (V) Visible/near-infra-red

detector reflectance images 02.0µm,

• (C) Nadir- and forward-view cloud-clearing/land-flagging

11.0µm, 3.7µm, Loum);

results.

• Also (N) may be used to request only nadir-view brightness temperature/reflectance

images.

The base-line (default) ATSR-1 GBROWSE product includes only the thermal infra-red detector brightness
temperature images (T), The base-line (default) ATSR-1 GBROWSE product includes the thermal infra-red
detector brightness temperature images (D, and the visible/near-infra-red reflectance images (V).
GBROWSE products include within their file-name extensions, the codes required to identify the product
contents. For example, a GB ROWSE product with the file-name extension
GBROWSE-VC
includes only the visible/nirreflectance
product with the file-name extension

images, and the cloud-clearing/land-flagging

results; and a GB ROWSE

GBT-TVC
includes all product contents. It can be seen that the base-line ATSR-1 and ATSR-2 products are defined by
GBROWSE-T
and
GB ROWSE-TV
respectively. Note that the visible detectors are unavailable for ATSR-1 products, and for ATSR-2 products
during night-time. Note also that the l.6µm near-infra-red channel is supplied as part of the thermal infra-red
and visible/nirrecords. If, for ATSR-2, all detector records are requested, the l.6µm reflectance images (nadir
and forward views) are provided only once in the product.
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Table 16: Gridded browse product: exceptional values

5.3 Exceptional values
Table 16 lists the exceptional values which may he cncountere l within the GB ROWSE product.

5.4 Product size
Si1Ke the product contents are variable, product sizes are also variable. Table 17 provides approximate sizes
for a range of typical product contents.

Product contents
GBROWSE-NT (ATSR-l nadir-view only)
GBROWSE-T (ATSR-l base-line)
GBROWSE-TC (ATSR-l base-line & cloud)
GBROWSE-NTV (ATSR-2 nadir-view only)
GBROWSE-TV (ATSR-2 base-line)
GBROWSE-TVC (ATSR-2 base-line & cloud)

# records I Size of product
l3lkb
512
1024
262kb
1280
328kb
896
229kb
1792
459kb
524kb
2048

Table 17: Gridded browse product: product sizes
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I

Size per orbit
l0.5mb
20.9mb
26.2mb
18.3mb
36.7mb
41.9mb

j

6

Gridded sea-surface

temperature

product (GSST)

6.1 General description
The gridded sea-surface tL mperature (GSST) product consists of 5 J 2 x 51 ::'km sea-sur:ace temperature umgc:>.
at Ikm res1.lutior: derived using nadir-only and nadir Lirward-view re.rie .J algorithm-, with precise pnd latitwtc~/lon.'·,tudes <ind • onridencc inrormati.

•11.

6.2 Product format
The < ;ssT pr: •,-1w·rha' a rixrrl length 1024-h:. re rec:,,,! tormat Tah'> I fl ~h'. '"' s the> sequence , -f rec1,rrl' within
a complete pr «duct.

L:
I

Latitudes of image pixels,
of 256 four-byte ink gen;
Lungitudes of image pixels,
1024 records of 256 four-byte integers

Jegrees/!000

x-coordinate
256 records
y-coordinate
256 records
x-coordinate
256 records
y-coordinate
256 records

km/256

____
J 1024 records
L
3584-3839

x

3840-4095

x

4096-4351

x

4352-4607

x

4608-5119

c

5120-5631

c

offsets (across-track) of nadir-view pixels
of 1024 unsigned one-byte integers
offsets (along-track) of nadir-view pixels
of 1024 unsigned one-byte integers
offsets (across-track) of forward-view pixels
of 1024 unsigned one-byte integers
offsets (along-track) of forward-view pixels
of 1024 unsigned one-byte integers

degrees/I

i

0001

km/256
km/256
km/256

Nadir-view cloud-clearing/land-flagging
results,
I n/a
512 records of 512 two-byte composite words, see table 20
Forward-view cloud-clearing/land-flagging
results,
I n/a
512 records of 512 two-byte composite words, see table 20

Table 18: Gridded sea-surface temperature product: product contents
The actual product contents are variable, and are determined by the precise nature of the product request.
The nadir-only/dual-view sea-surface temperature records are always present within the product. The other
records may be requested/omitted in logical groups:
• (L)

Pixel latitude/longitude positions;

• (X) Pixel x/y coordinate offsets;
• (C) Nadir- and forward-view cloud-clearing/land-flagging results.
The base-line (default) GSST product for ATSR-1 and ATSR-2 includes the pixel latitude/longitude positions
(L), but omits the pixel x/y coordinate offsets (X), and the cloud-clearing/land-flagging results (C).
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Table 19: Gridded sea-surface temperature product: confidence word

Bit#
0 (lsb)
I
2
3-15

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

II
12
13-15

Meaning
Pixel is over land
Pixel is cloudy (result of all cloud tests)
Sunglint detected in pixel

Individual cloud tests (bit set if pixel cloudy)
l .6µm reflectance histogram test (day-time only)
l .6µm spatial coherence test (day-time only)
11.0µm spatial coherence test
12.0µm gross cloud test
11.0/12.0µm thin cirrus test
3.7/12.0µm medium/high level test (night-time only)
l l.0/3.7µm fog/low-stratus test (night-time only)
11.0/l 2.0µm view-difference test
3 .7/11.0µm view-difference test (night-time only)
11.0/ 12.0µm thermal histogram test
Unused

Table 20: Gridded sea-surface temperature product: cloud-clearing/land-flagging
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•

results

GSST products .nclu. k within their file-name cxten-ions. 1he co<k' required to idc·:itify the product ,·ontcnh.
c'xtco .ion

Fc-r example, a GSST product with the filc-uame

include-, the pixel Lri~';ddl·
.ngitu..e positiou- and pixel xl:
tile-name extcnv: . .i1

·c

'•lftlrnatc otfsets: and

<l

GSST product with the

CitH-LXC
also includes na.Iir- and torward-view ctoud-cleanng/land-rtagving
A-r·c.;R 1 '."..~~..:R ~ pruJ:..1~·r~, !~fi~'3d L;

results. It can be seen that the base-line

GSST-L

6.3

Exceptional values

Table 21 lists the exceptional values which may be encountered within the GSST product.

Pa~amt:ter
Sea -surtace
temperature

I Value I
!

-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8

Reason

·---_--

·--

J

Entire scan absent trom telemetry
".
Pixel absent from telemetry (possible reasons are disablement
of channel. or visible channel fixed to narrow swath)
No signal in channel (zero count)
I Saturation in channel (4095 count
!
Derived radiance tuo small for calibration
Derived radiance too large for calibration
Calibration parameters unavailable for pixel
Pixel unfilled (cosmetic filling algorithm unable to
find nearest-neighbour pixel)

'I

I

Table 21: Gridded sea-surface temperature product: exceptional values

6.4

Notes
• Over sea, if the nadir-view 12.0µm and 11.0µm brightness temperatures are available for a pixel, the
nadir-only sea-surface temperature is always retrieved, irrespective of whether the nadir-view pixel is
identified as cloud-contaminated. If the 3.7µm brightness temperature is available (and the pixel is in
night-time), it is always included in the retrieval. The nadir-view sea-surface temperature should of
course be used with caution if the nadir-view pixel is identified as cloud-contaminated: the nadir-view
cloud flag in the product confidence word should be the source of this information,
• Over sea, if the nadir-view and forward-view 12.0µm and 11.0µm brightness temperatures are available
for a pixel, the dual-view sea-surface temperature is always retrieved, irrespective of whether the
nadir-view and/or forward-view pixels are identified as cloud-contaminated. If the nadir- and
forward-view 3.7µm brightness temperatures are available (and the pixel is in night-time), they are
always included in the retrieval. The dual-view sea-surface temperature should of course be used with
caution if either nadir- or forward-view pixels are identified as cloud-contaminated: the nadir-view and
forward-view cloud-flags in the product confidence word should be the source of this information.
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•

• 0\ •.'r l.ind. sea-xurtacc temperature retrieval i, rn .r perf rmed . .boti1 nadir-view and dual-view
sea-surtu; · temperature pixels LT•nt<11nnauir-vicw Ii .Oum brightness temperatures A t!:i:! in the

contideu, .: word identities pixels which ..1L? O\'Cr i:md
• .' unilarl y. sea-surface temperature r .tricval CJJHWt he p.rtormeu when 12.Lum and/or l l.Oum
briglunes, temperatures are uuavar uil1" In such cases, noth nadir-x iew and dual-view sea-surface
temperature pixel contain ll:l'iir-vi,_·w J l .Oµrn brightness temperatures (Or the error C<HJcs ;..ty,pciatt:d
with \u,·i. pixels). f rags in dk product conti.tence v. -rd identify when nadir-only and. or dual-view
-ca-surt.u c temperature rctrie- :.i.lhas n1·! been pcrfor.ned.

6.5

Product size

Since the product contents arc variable, product

Stlc''>

arc also variable, Table 22 provides approximate sizes

for a rang; of typical product contents.
Productconte~tS""·--- -- --~# r~co-rdSTSizeof productT¥i7.ep-;r orhit i
-------·-------------c--------·-··
- --- j

i<·i"S~'ff-L(base-lin~)--'ST- LX(b~dino & Vy\

re.
:·GSST-LXC

-- --·;·

.(base-line & x/y & clou>·_

I

3'.'84

I

3.7rnb - ~

1608

'

4.7mb

. 56:;2

I

294mb

m mb
5.8rnb ~--46lmh_j

Table 22: Gridded sea-surface temperature product: product sizes
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7

Spatially-averaged brightness temperature/reflectance
product (ABT'i

7.1 General description
i he \Datially-avc1;1gc«: orightn.: -s tcmperaturc/rcrlectancc
pr' -c!ud (ABT> contains tcn-arcminute spatially-aver.wed
hrighmess temperumrcs/rettccranccs.wul: associatedpu-itioual and confidence intrrmauon.

Ihe ABT product contains spatially-:» eragcd brightnc-,s tcrnperaturevrcflect.inces
l'

derived from up to a

«uplete hie or ATS R raw data (which may in most circumstances be considered to be equivalent to om: ERS- l

cr:-it).
Tile ,\BT product has a variable length, though the largest volume of Al SR raw data which can contribute
r, ·a single spatially-averaged land-surface: temperature product (approximately one , .rbit) places an upper limit
on the product size.

7.2 Product format
The ABT product has a 48-hyte nxed-length record structure. The contents of each product record are shown
in table 23.
Time of data. TI1e integer value containing the number of days since January l st, 1950, does not include the
current. incomplete day. Note that the lime used within each record is the time of the first ATSR
nadir-view scan within the orbit to contribute to the spatially-averaged brightness
temperature/reflectance derivation.' The variable nature of cloud-cover makes it impossible to predict
the position of this scan relative to the centre of the half-degree cell. Under any circumstances, this time
cannot be more than approximately six seconds from the time at which the centre of the cell is scanned
by the nadir view.
Latitude. The latitude is provided as a cell number. The edges of ten-arcminute cells are sections of parallels
and meridians. The latitude cells are numbered from the South Pole to the North Pole, in the range 0 to
1079. Latitude cell number 0 extends from 90° South to 89° 50' South; latitude cell number 359 extends
from 89° 50' North to 90° North. The latitude of the cell centre may be derived by:

latitude= ((lat_cellJ1um- 540.0)/6.0)

+ 0.0833.

Longitude. The longitude is provided as a cell number. The edges of ten-arcminute cells are sections of
parallels and meridians. The longitude cells are numbered from 180° West to 180° East, in the range 0
to 2159. Longitude cell number 0 extends from 180° West to 179° 50' West; longitude cell number 2159
extends from 179° 50' East to 180° East. The longitude of the cell centre may be derived by:

+ 0.0833.

longitude= ((lon_celLnum- 1080.0)/6.0)

Mean across-track band number. The five across-track bands (numbered 0 to 4) are symmetric about the
ground-track. Each band is 50km wide (except the fifth, which is 62km wide, and extends to the edge of
the swath).

7.3 Product record types
There are six types of ABT product record:
• Thermal infra-red/near-infra-red

channels (12.0µm, 11.0µm, 3.7µm, l.6µm):

1 Though note that, if and when no nadir data contributed to the temperature derivation, the time of the first contributing forward-view
scan is used.
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None
K/100 or %/100

~Heger

22 - 23 I Spatially-averaged 3.7µm brightness temperature
Integer
(or 0.65µm reflectance)
Integer
24 - 25 \ 3.7µm or 0.65µm pixel count
f----26 - 27 I Spatially-averaged l.6µm reflectance
Integer
(or 0.55µm reflectance)
2X- 29 I l .6µm or 0.55µm pixel count
Integer
[ Forward-view
30-31
Spatially-averaged 12.0µm brightness temperature Integer
(or l.6µm reflectance)
32-33
12.0µm or l.6µm pixel count
Integer
Spatially-averaged 11.0µm brightness temperature Integer
34-35
(or 0.87µm reflectance)
36-37
11.0µmor 0.87µm pixel count
Integer
Spatially-averaged 3.7µm brightness temperature
Integer
38-39
(or 0.65µm reflectance)
40-41
3.7µm or 0.65µm pixel count
Integer
42-43
Spatially-averaged l .6µm reflectance
Integer
(or 0.55µm reflectance)
44-45
l .6µm or 0.55µm pixel count
Integer
46 - 47 J Confidence word. as described in table 24
] None
Table 23: Spatially-averaged

brightness temperature/reflectance
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None

I

o/r/l

00

I

I None
K/100or%/100
None
K/100 or %/100
None
K/100 or %1100
None
%/100
None

J

None

product: contents of product record

- over clonl-trce

~ca:

·,-rclu11<.l-trcel;u,d.

-

1

-

c '\'Cf

cloud

• Visible.near-intra-red

channels : I.6~1m,0.X7pm, 0.65p r1. O.:'i5~un):

er cloud- free sea:

-

< '"

-

O\ef

cloud-tree land·

This combination .r product records allows the pixel types and channel types to he stored clearly and efficiently
111the product. It rollov, s that the product contains up to s:x rec- -rds for each ten-arcminutc cell: the actu.il
number depends on the· presence of cloud/land, £111d
the availability of thermal/visible channels. Note that the:
I.6µm channel is present in thermal/nir and visible/nir records.
The type of each product record may he determined using the combination or nags in the confidence word.
There are flags which idennty thermal/nir and visible/nir records. and which identify sea/land/cloud records.
Note that separate rec. .rds arc used for the cloud-free pixels over sea and the cloud-free pixels over land, within
a particular ten-arcminute cell. but that a single record bused for all cloudy pixels within a cell. Since the cloud
within a cell may he over both land and sea, two flags are required to identify the surface type(s).
---·----------"
!
Bit# I Meaning if set
--·---'='
() (lsh ) Record contains thermal intra-red channels
i
(12.0µm. 11.0µm.3.7µm, lourn)
I
I Record contains visible/near-infra-redchannels
(l .6µm, 0.87µm, 0.65µm, 0.55µm)
I
Record contains cloud-free pixels over sea
2
3 Record contains cloud-free pixels over land
4 Record contains cloudy pixels over sea
5 Record contains cloudy pixels over land
6 Nadir-view contains day-time data (night-time if zero)
7 Forward-view contains day-time data (night-time if zero)

i--

-

I 8-

15 (msb)

I Unused

Table 24: Spatially-averaged

brightness temperature/reflectance

product: confidence word

7.4 Notes
• No explicit or implicit ordering of product values may be assumed. The Earth-location must be derived
using the latitude and longitude information provided with each record.
··

7 .5

Product size

The estimated size of the ABT productis0.5mb/orbitfor
visible channels.

ATSR-1, and 0.75mb/orbitfor
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ATSR-2, which includes

8

Spatially-averaged cloud temperature/coverage
product (ACLOUl>J

8.1 General description
[he spatiall) -averaged cl.iud tcmpcraturc/coverase product • -\CLOlfD1 contains informarion concerning the
:.cm;'crature and <thumLrice d cloud within the AfSR nadir and rorward views. at a half-degree spatial; -olution with :tSst1, ·iat2d po-uional and Cl -ntidencc intorn: '.;, 111.
Ihe A :u :UD product C• .ntains spatially-averaucu -..loud tern pcntmc/coverage informati un deri ved tr m
u;· to a complete tile of :\TS l·'.raw data (which may in most circun.stances be considered to he equivalent Lo
one ERS-1 orbit),
Tile· ACLC: T) product has a variable lengti,, tlwu~h Uic largest voluu.e of /,TSR raw data which can contribute to a 5inh'.k spatially-averaged cloud temperature/coverage product (approximately one orbit) places an
upper limit nn UL.· product size.
1

8.2 Cloud temperature/coverage derivation
It should be emphasised that cloudy pixels, in U1c context of the cloud temperature/coverage product, are those
pixels which have been identified as cloudy by SADIST's cloud-identification tests. No assurance can be made
that all true cloud will be detected by such tests; nor that all detected pixels will be truly cloudy.
Cloud temperature and coverage results are derived independently for the nadir and forward views; no attempt is made to combine U1-: two views within a cloud temperature retrieval algorithm. Similarly, no attempt
is made to combine information from ATSR's multiple detectors. All cloud temperature information within this
product is based on brightness temperatures from the 1l.Oµrn channel.
For reasons of processing etticiency, derivation of cloud temperatures (i.e. calculation of brightness temperature means) proceeds via the construction of a histogram of 11.0µm brightness temperatures within each
half-degree cell. Each histogram records the distribution of brightness temperatures of cloudy pixels from 190.0
Kelvin to 290.0 Kelvin, at a 0.1 Kelvin resolution, within 1000 boxes; the first box records the number of cloudy
pixels with 11.0µm brightness temperatures between 190.0 Kelvin and 190.1 Kelvin; the last box records the
number of cloudy pixels with 11.0µm brightness temperatures between 289.9 Kelvin and 290.0 Kelvin. It can
be seen that construction of the 0.1 Kelvin histogram involves a loss of the precision with which brightness
temperatures are known.
No cloud temperature derivation is performed if fewer than 20 cloudy pixels have been identified, in either view. If sufficient pixels have been identified, two cloud temperatures are calculated, via the 0.1 Kelvin
histogram.
The first is a simple mean of the 11.0µm brightness temperatures of all cloudy pixels. The second is an
attempt to derive a cloud-top temperature; the 11.0µm brightness temperatures of only the coldest 25% of the
cloudy pixels contribute to this derivation.
TI1eproduct also contains the numbers of cloudy and cloud-free pixels which have been located. From these
numbers, the percentage cloud-cover is derived, and is provided.

8.3 Product format
Tue ACLOUD product has a fixed-length 244-byte record format. The contents of each product record are
shown in table 25.
Time of data. The integer value containing the number of days since January Ist, 1950, does not include the
current, incomplete day. Note that the time used within each record is the time of the first ATSR
nadir-view scan within the orbit to contribute to the spatially-averaged sea-surface temperature
derivation. Tue variable nature of cloud-cover makes it impossible to predict the position of this scan
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- ~---· -----·-----·-- ------1
Byte
range ..i._:
Parameter
description
_______
--------------------,)3T;fime;1fdata(J;y~sinceJ"~u:tryl~r:l950)____

[____

1-=-_T~_T_i_0"Cj1fcl::t:: r$;;-~,,nd>withn: n:mrit ~1~'.rl

~--------~-------,
1 Type
Ll'nit
i
·------~
. I lnt~ger 1 Day' --

-=-------·----~---

lr!e[("

tsez~;,id:,-J

~ - 9 I Latitude of half-deuree cell
Integer ~ Cell
.I
-1(1_ \\'-!-.o-n-gitu_d_e_t;-f-h-al-f-d-eg_r_e_e_:~~-,ll---·-.~-~----.---===-·__-_-_=-=~~~ -I-n-te-ge-r-+(.-~-e
..-11-·~-~~
:2Integer
None
1

,_r.

:

I
.

~~.- -=___--rNarlir:;ie~

~--

"

51:'-~her
"rnb<rnfof cloud-free pixels

--=-- =---=- _-

. -_----

--!"=- _,

cloudy piuO--·--·---------

J
;-16- 17

--,: None
Integer
Integer
None

I

-----------Spatially-averaged 11.0µm bright~iessten_1_p_e_r-at-u-re-·
------r-----i-1
of all cloudy pixels
!-:20 ...:21: Standard deviation of 11.0µmbrightne~stemperatures
I
! of all cloudy pixels
22 _-2_~::;:.ow<>I11.0µrn brightness temperature ,,f do0dy pi"!'
24 - 25 Cloud-top temperature: spatially-uverazed l l .Oum
~-_
brightness temperature of coldest 25% of cloudy pixels

r-·:8.:-f9

Inte cer

II

1--

r-

2b -- 27
Percentage cloud-cover
28 - 127 I One Kelvin histogram of l l .Oµmbrightness

128- 129
130-131
132-133
134- 135
136- 137
138 - 139
140- 141
142- 241
242- 243

temperatures of all cloudy pixels
Forward-view
Number of cloudy pixels
Number of cloud-free pixels
Spatially-averaged l l ,Oµmbrightness temperature
of all cloudy pixels
Standard deviation of l l .Oumbrightness temperatures
of all cloudy pixels
Lowest l l ,Oµmbrightness temperature of cloudy pixels
Cloud-top temperature: spatially-averaged l l .Oµm
brightness temperature of coldest 25% of cloudy pixels
Percentage cloud-cover
One Kelvin histogram of 11.0µmbrightness
temperatures of all cloudy pixels
Confidence word associated with spatially-averaged
cloud temperature/coverage derivation, as described in table 26

I Kll_OO j

Integer
Integer

K/!00

integer
Integer

C;(/IOO

Integer

~~

K/100
----

I

None

I

I

I

Integer
Integer

None
None

Integer

K/100

Integer K/100
lntege_:_ K/100
Integer
Integer

K/100
%/lOO

Integer None
None I None

Table 25: Spatially-averaged cloud temperature/coverage product: contents of product record
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rclati. .'tu the centre otthe half-de~ree cell. :;mkr any circumstances, this time cannot h<: more than
appro. .matcly <ix seconds trom the tirn.: at ·.-,hie':the centre of the cell i' scanned by the nadir view.
l .atitude, Th latitude 1~ provided as a cell number.
,,'edges of half-degree cells :\!·esections' .f parallel,
mid m,.•idiuns. The latitude cells ar.: numbered ir,.m the South Pole to the N· rth Pok. in ti.e range') t,1
359. La.itude ccli numberOexte11l!·. lrom li1Y .~our1 to8'J0 South; latitude cell number 3Y1 extends
Iron. \l)' ".'orth L' LJ()0 North, TI1e :.<titude ot the L«il centre may he derived tiy:

Loneitude. The 1,1n•,:itudeis provided as a cell number The c.lges of half-degree cells arc sccuons of
parallels and .ncridians. The longitude cells are numbered from 180° West to I 1'\(f East, in the rJ.11geO
lL1 71 ( Lungiu.Jo cc!! numbci C cxtcn. ...-.lroi1~ 1;~8°\\';>:; to l ]'J, V.c,,l, longitude veli number ·,i9
ex tend, :rom 179° East to 180° East. Tile long: tude of the cell centre may be derived by:

/,, .itude

= ((lon_cell_r...an-

%0.0) 2.0• .

;us.

Mean across-track hand numher. The five across-track bands (numbered 0 to 41 are symmetric about the
ground-track. Each band is :'iOkmwide (except the tilth. which is 62km wide. and ex tends to the edge of
the swath '·
Number of cloudy pixels. TI1is is the number ot pixels within the half-degree cell which were identified as
cloudy by the SADIST cloud-identification tests. Note that, since the surface area covered by a
half-degree cell decreases towards the poles, the maximum value this parameter may have will also
decrease (to a limit of zero at the poles themselves 1 Note also that, since no cloud
temperature/coverage information may he derived using fewer than 20 cloudy pixels, 20 is the practical
minimum for this parameter,
Number of cloud-free pixels. TI1is is the number of pixels within the half-degree cell which were identified
as cloud-free by the SADIST cloud-identification tests. Note that, since the surface area covered by a
half-degree cell decreases towards the poles, the maximum value this parameter may have will also
decrease (to a limit of zero at the poles themselves). This parameter may be zero.
Spatially-averaged
brightness temperature of all cloudy pixels. This mean is calculated from the 0.1
Kelvin histogram described in Section 10.2. Therefore, although it is supplied at a precision of O.ot
Kelvin, its accuracy (with respect to the true mean), can only be assumed to be ±0.05 Kelvin. The
derivation is:

mean.of .ctoudv+ 19000

+ 10 x ~~((i+0.5)xhistogram[i])

I?~ihistogram[i]

Standard deviation of brightness temperatures of cloudy pixels. Again, this is calculated from the 0.1
Kelvin histogram, described above, so its accuracy (with respect to the true mean), can only be assumed
to be ±0.05 Kelvin. The derivation is:

sd.of ..cloudy

= 10 x I.i,~W(i+0.5)-(

(mean_o f .~:/
nudy- I9fXX))/ 10)) x histngram[ilf

(I12t histngram[i])-1

Lowest 11.0µm brightness temperature of cloudy pixels. This is simply the lowest 11.0µm brightness
temperature of the pixels identified as cloudy within the half-degree cell.
Cloud-top temperature.
This value, which is known as the cloud-top temperature (though which makes no
great claims to represent exactly that physical parameter). is calculated from the 0.1 Kelvin histogram,
described above. Only the coldest 25% of the histogram is used; that is, only those histogram boxes up
to and including that which contains the twenty-fifth percentile are included within the mean derivation.
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I· accurac, (\'>;lh respect t,, the true mean of tl.c cnlt!,·,t 25ck d'the cloudy p1.vis1 l.~tn onlv Ix
a·-;urned t<• be ±0.05 Kelvin. The d,T1-.ar'-m ix.

where n i;, tl.; histogram box contaiuin-: the twenty-firth percentile
Percentage
~L~
l

cloud-cover, Thi· is the percentage of al! pixels within the half-degrc, cell ., nich w.re identified
toudy by the SADIS F cloud-i.Ienuficauon tests. The derivation is:

percentage .cov er =.:. 10000 <

;;;;;,:her_

\JnC\.'.the percentage IS provided in UI11ts of ':111 no. Values of percentag: cloud-cover tor half-degree
cells within .icross-rrack band 4 ur tlh: ATSR swath -hould be used with caution; such cells may not be
wholly covered by the swath.
One Kelvin histogram of 11.0µm brightness temperatures of all cloudy pixels. This histogram, which
describes the temperature distribution nt the pixels identified as cloudv, is derived from the 0. l Kelvin
histogram constructed during calculati. !i of the spatially-averaged cloud temperatures shown above.
The deri vauon inx olve-, two steps:
1

1. The 0. l Kelvin histogram is reduced to a l .0 Kelvin histogram. by merging histogram boxes in
groups of ten.
') The l .O histogram is normalised. so that each histogram value may be represented by a single
byte. The normalisation is:

li l:v [ l-.,_')-'i
norma isec _ia ue lj - ~)-

mer?edJustogmm[i]
X ;;1erged_J11stogram[ma.x]

where i is each of the boxes of the (merged) 1.0 Kelvin histogram (from 0 to 99), and
histogram box containing the largest number of cloudy pixels.

max is the

The resulting 1.0 Kelvin histogram is a one-hundred element array of one-byte normalised values,
scaled so that a value of 255 represents the most populous histogram box. The first histogram box
represeuts brightness temperatures between 190.0 Kelvin and 191.0 Kelvin; the last histogram box
represents brightness temperatures between 289.0 Kelvin and 290.0 Kelvin. Note that the values within
the normalised histogram remain in correct proportion, so the values of the number of cloudy and
cloud-free pixels may be used to (approximately) reconstitute the original (non-normalised) 1.0 Kelvin
histogram.

Bit#
0 (lsb)
l
2
3
4-lS(m&b)

Meaning if set
Contributing
Contributing
Half-degree
Half-degree

nadir-view data acquired during day-time
forward-view data acquired during day-time
cell contains land
cell contains sea

Unused

Table 26: Spatially-averaged

cloud temperature/coverage
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product: confidence word

8.4 Notes
• :--,,.explicit 1-r impl icit order ng (•f rn «luct values may he assumed. -tw Earth-location must be deri ved
u~mg the latitude ;111d longitude .nt. rmation provided with each ...loud temperature/coverage record.
• Note that, apart trom the tirne/po-ition information, and the conr.dcnc , word, all product contents are
du olicated for nadir an.I forward . 1e1,1. S, There is 110 attempt to combine na tir and forw «rd view, within
a cloud temperature retrieval algcr uhm.
<''l.5

Exceptional values

~.xceptionul values within J:e spatially-av

r,

raged cloud temperature/coverage

product are tescnbed in table 27.

[==~_e_terJ Value T}leason
---=~-··~=----_-_-_-__- ···.-=-~
c-- ----====~-l'a~;_m_·!)IXe:;
i
I Fewer
I
'•·~inha nf cloud•
-999
~-~-Nu~he~_o_f_cl_o_u_d_-f_r~~
pixels
-999__Fewer
i
Spatially-averaged I -Y99
fewer
!'-- ·--. brightness
temperature
--------~--·-·-------i-----··
Standard deviation uf
-999
Fewer

i

tha,; 20 c:~;;idypixel.; ident~'ied
than 20 cloudy]_.;.X_.CI_s
1_dc:ntified!
than 20 cloudy pixels identifie~j
------·--·------------

than 20 cloudy pixels identified

!

bnghtnes> temperature;_·,_·-+-----+----------------------<
Lowest brightness te;;perat~re
-999
Fewer than 20 cloudy pixels identified [
Cloud-top temperature
-999
Fewer than 20 cloudy pixels"identifu;dl
"';
P_e_r-centa~e
cl~1-~d-co~·er -999
Fewer th~n 20 cloudy pixels identified \
~----------

Table 27. Spatially-averaged

··-..___·----------1-

cloud temperature/coverage

-

product: exceptional values

8.6 Product size
The estimated size of the ACLOUD product is 2mb/orbit for both ATSR-1 and ATSR-2.
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